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EDITORIAL
Luther Today: Centre-ing Marginalized People!
As we celebrate the 500th Anniversary of Martin Luther’s Reformation, this
particular issue of NCC Review is dedicated to reflections on the significance
of this momentous occasion in the history of the Church. While one is well
acquainted with the endeavour of Martin Luther to assert the rightful place
of all in God’s community as “the priesthood of all believers” (in opposition
to the religious hierarchy of his times), I would like to title my editorial
reflection on this historic event as a call to “centre-ing marginalized people”
in the Indian context (in opposition to the religiously fundamentalist and
corporate-political hierarchy of our times).
Our Context demands Affirmative Action
The Lukan Version of the Beatitudes affirms God’s solidarity with the least,
the last and the lost:
Blessed are you who are poor, for yours is the kingdom of God (Lk.6:20)
Blessed are you who are hungry now, for you will be filled (Lk.6:21a)
Blessed are you who weep now, for you will laugh (Lk.6:21b)

Poverty as we all are aware refers to a situation when people are deprived of
basic necessities of life. It is often characterized by inadequacy of food,
shelter and clothes. In other words, poverty refers to a state of privation
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according to the census; only 4.58 percent of rural households pay income
tax; and, around 56 percent of village households do not own any land.
One of the primary causes of present-day poverty is the economic system of
globalization. It causes and deepens poverty. This result is due to several and
interrelated reasons. First, without capital, you cannot gain from economic
integration. The poor have next to no capital, partly due to lack of
entitlement rights and destitution. Second, due to uneven development,
globalization exacerbates social and economic gaps within and among states
by reinforcing a process of "creative destruction" (Shumpeter, quoted in
Weede 2000:9). Then again, globalization has increased inequality by having
significant and uneven effects upon various types of social stratification,
including class, country, gender, race, urban/rural divide, and age, both
between and especially within nations. (cf. https://www.ukessays.com/
essays/economics/does-globalization-cause-and-deepen-povertyeconomics-essay.php)
Luther and Socio-Economic Well-Being
While many of Luther’s 95 theses called into question the sale of
indulgences and their approval by the papacy, they also reveal Luther’s
awareness of the poor multitude living in Germany. Carter Lindberg, in his
article, “Luther on the Use of Money” lucidly highlights the Luther’s
commitment to social well-being (http://www.christianitytoday.com
/history/issues/issue-14/luther-on-use-of-money.html).
In medieval times poverty was idealized into a kind of spiritual capitalism for
poor and rich alike. The poor were on the preferred path of salvation, and
the rich earned merit for salvation by almsgiving. The medieval ideology of
poverty had been entrenched for centuries, but the acceptance of the idea
that money can make money was relatively new in Luther’s day. This usury
was condemned by the medieval church as late as the Fifth Lateran Council
in 1515. But by all accounts, the entrepreneur was well-established by this
time.
Luther found the calculating entrepreneur extremely distasteful. He was
convinced that the capitalist spirit divorced money from use for human
needs and necessitated an economy of acquisition. From his brief “Sermon
on Usury” (1519) to his “Admonition to the Clergy that they Preach against
Usury” (1540), Luther consistently preached and wrote against the
480
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expanding money and credit economy as a great sin. “After the devil there is
no greater human enemy on earth than a miser and usurer, for he desires to
be above everyone . . . a usurer and miser-belly desires that the entire
world be ruined in order that there be hunger, thirst, misery, and need so
that he can have everything and so that everyone must depend upon him
and be his slave as if he were God.” “Daily the poor are defrauded. New
burdens and high prices are imposed. Everyone misuses the market in his
own willful, conceited, arrogant way, as if it were his right and privilege to
sell his goods as dearly as he pleases without a word of criticism.”
Ideas of an “impersonal market” and “autonomous laws of economics”
were abhorrent to Luther because he saw them as both idolatrous and
socially destructive. He saw the entire community endangered by the
financial power of a few great economic centers. The rising world economy
was already beginning to suck up urban and local economics, and to
threaten an as yet unheard of opposition between rich and poor.
Luther believed that not only was the church called to publicly and
unequivocally reject these economic developments, but also to develop a
constructive social ethic in response to them. This social ethic developed
social welfare policies and legislation, and called for public accountability of
large business through government regulation.
The first major effort was the Wittenberg Church Order of 1522 which
established a “common chest” for welfare work. Initially funded by
medieval ecclesiastical endowments and later supplemented by taxes, the
Wittenberg Order prohibited begging; provided interest-free loans to
artisans, who were to repay them whenever possible; provided for poor
orphans, the children of poor people, and poor maidens who needed an
appropriate dowry for marriage; provided refinancing of high-interest loans
at 4% annual interest for burdened citizens; and supported the education or
vocational training of poor children. To the objection that this was open to
abuse, Luther replied, “He who has nothing to live should be aided. If he
deceives us, what then? He must be aided again.” Other communities
quickly picked up these ideas. By 1523 there were common chest provisions
for social welfare in the church orders of Leisnig, Augsburg, Nuremberg,
Altenburg, Kitzingen, Strasbourg, Breslau, and Regensburg.
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Mission from the Margins
In the light of Luther’s emphasis on the priesthood of all believers and his
emphasis on social well-being, one discerns that Luther was against all
hierarchical systems of religion, economics and society which suppressed
and exploited the poor. Hence the importance of centre-ing the
marginalized or as the WCC document, “Together towards Life: Mission and
Evangelism in Changing Landscapes,” puts it, Mission from the Margins:
Mission from the margins seeks to counteract injustices in life, church, and
mission. It seeks to be an alternative missional movement against the
perception that mission can only be done by the powerful to the powerless,
by the rich to the poor, or by the privileged to the marginalized. Such
approaches can contribute to oppression and marginalization. Mission from
the margins recognizes that being in the centre means having access to
systems that lead to one’s rights, freedom, and individuality being affirmed
and respected; living in the margins means exclusion from justice and
dignity. Living on the margins, however, can provide its own lessons. People
on the margins have agency, and can often see what, from the centre, is out
of view. People on the margins, living in vulnerable positions, often know
what exclusionary forces are threatening their survival and can best discern
the urgency of their struggles; people in positions of privilege have much to
learn from the daily struggles of people living in marginal conditions.

7
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The 500th Anniversary of Reformation and Public
Theology
- Heinrich Bedford-Strohm*
1. Reformation anniversary year – ecumenical and international
“There is more to public theology than nailing 95 theses to a door.” This
indisputable insight is a stimulating thought for a theological article in the
year of the 500th anniversary of reformation. Such an anniversary is indeed
a unique opportunity for public witness. So far, not only in Germany, the
echo is enormous. Let me give a few examples.
There is an astonishing public response to the new Luther Bible 2017. After
a team of 70 biblical scholars had worked for five years on revising Martin
Luther’s translation of the Bible into German, it was presented to the public
on time for the beginning of the anniversary year in late autumn 2016. The
Bible society had asked the booksellers – who know their clients best about their projected selling numbers and decided on the printing numbers
on this basis. A few week after its publication the anniversary Bible was sold
out. And it took a great effort to quickly print 100,000 more copies to make it
available again for the Christmas shoppers.

One central dimension of the anniversary year dynamics deserves to be
highlighted. We do not celebrate it against our Roman Catholic sisters and
The aim of mission is not simply to move people from the margins to centres
brothers but together with them. Amongst the many common experiences,
of power but to confront those who remain the centre by keeping people on
I want to mention only one. On March 11th we celebrated an ecumenical
the margins. Instead, churches are called to transform power structures.
Healing-of-memories service in the Michaelis church in Hildesheim. The
service was broadcasted live on TV. The presence of the then German
So be it! Amen!
President Joachim Gauck, Chancellor Angela Merkel and of Parliament
President Norbert Lammert added to the astonishing public attention it got.
- Roger Gaikwad (Rev. Dr.)
President Gauck, in his speech right after the service, spoke of a “spiritual
General Secretary, NCCI
miracle”. The symbolic action moved many people: A massive metal barrier
which blocked the way to the altar was erected by young people and turned
=
=
=
*Prof. Dr. Heinrich Bedford-Strohm is Professor in Systematic Theology and Director
of the Dietrich Bonhoeffer Research Centre for Public Theology, University of
Bamberg, Germany.
The Editor and the NCC Review Team is grateful to Rev. Markus Lesinski for having
sourced this article signifying the 500 years of Reformation Celebrations.
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into a three dimensional cross which pointed to all directions. It symbolized
that through our confession of the sins which we had done to our brothers
and sisters of the other denomination and our call for forgiveness, the way
was opened to a future of unity through Christ.
The fact that the representatives of 45 million Catholic and Protestant
Christians in Germany, the majority of all Germans, are speaking with one
voice in almost all issues of public significance, probably adds considerably
to the weight the churches have in the German public.
That gives me hope that this year can result in a new interest in Christian
faith and the church.
We are moving to a situation where the individualization and pluralization of
the last half century has made it far more difficult to reach people with the
message of the gospel. Especially youth have lost connection to the Christian
tradition so much that they do not even criticize the church because they
simply don’t care. Others, living in the Eastern part of our country, have been
secularized so much within 40 years of the communist regime that they not
only have forgotten God, but have forgotten that they have forgotten God.
So the question is urgent: Where are the sources of spiritual renewal for
today?
I believe that Martin Luther’s impulse for reformation can be such a source.
It calls for an authentic public witness today.
I first want to argue that reformation was a call to a new spiritual authenticity
and show why this is relevant today.
2.

Reformation as a call to spiritual authenticity

There are five aspects which lead me to say that Luther’s central ideas are
powerful resources for an authentic public church: Repentance,
Justification, Freedom, faith and love, public witness.
2.1. Repentance
It is no coincidence that the first of the 95 theses which gave the signal for
reformation is a thesis on repentance: “When our Lord and Master Jesus

484
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Christ said, ‘Repent’ (Mt 4:17), he willed the entire life of believers to be one
of repentance.”
Repentance and sin are often seen as themes which are in tension with the
modern search for a fulfilled life. I am convinced that the opposite is the
case. Repentance is the theological word for a continuous practice of selfdistance which is actually the prerequisite of a fulfilled life. One of the
findings of modern happiness research is the advice: “Learn to forgive.” It
needs a practice which makes self-distance become part of the DNA of your
soul. This is the practice which Martin Luther meant when he spoke about
repentance in his first thesis.
This spiritual practice of repentance is not only highly relevant for an
authentic Christian life on the personal level. It is also deeply relevant for
the reflection of Christian fundamental orientations in public life.
Discovering repentance as an indispensable basis for a fulfilled personal and
public life is the first task of an authentic public church in the reformation
anniversary year 2017. As a consequence, at a ceremony in the Frankfurt
Paulskirche the Protestant Christians in front of the representatives of the
Jewish community in Germany, publicly expressed their shame of Martin
Luther’s hate speeches against the Jews and asked for forgiveness.
2.2. Justification by grace alone
For Luther justification by faith not by good works was the key to both
internal and external liberation. Reformation was liberation from fear, from
the oppressive authority of the church and from blind subordination to
temporal authorities.
In his treatise on freedom Luther expressed his experience using a
wonderful image called the “cheerful exchange”. Martin Luther describes
how the Christian is stripped of his sin through the wedding-ring of faith
which he gives to Christ together with his sins. The sins are drowned by
Christ and Christ in exchange gives the ring of righteousness and salvation,
so that “the believing soul boast of and glory in whatever Christ has as
though it were its own, and whatever the soul has Christ claims as his own.”
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These words have not lost their relevance in a world which has overcome the
fear of hell as it was an integral part of the mental disposition of the 16th
century. Rather, hell, judgment and damnation have developed different
faces. The angry gods of today are beauty ideals, self-optimization pressure,
value through achievement and money.
Allowing ourselves to simply be rather than having to do, to make or to
achieve is may be the strongest challenge to biographies today – at least in
the Western countries but probably way beyond. It helps to develop a public
culture of grace is one of the most important tasks for an authentic public
church in this time.
2.3. Freedom
Freedom is one of the key words in our world today. Given the central
importance of the freedom theme in the modern world it is remarkable and
a hint to the timeliness of the old tradition to remember that freedom also
was the central theme of reformation. Luther’s book, “On the Freedom of a
Christian” (1520), is his most brilliant work. Here he explores internal and
external freedom in the paradox contained in two sentences: “A Christian is a
perfectly free lord of all, subject to none. A Christian is a perfectly dutiful
servant of all, subject of all, subject to all.”
A “Subject to none” expresses what we would call moral courage today.
People stand up for what they believe in. People let their conscience be their
guide even when they have to face consequences by the authorities. The
ability to follow completely our conscience because we know that in the end
we are only responsible to God – that is inner freedom!
If we only had this first thesis, freedom could be understood simply as the
protection of the individual from the demands of others. This is why the
second thesis at the beginning of the text on freedom – servant of all – is so
important. It emphasizes that freedom is not true freedom if it is seen apart
from service to others or responsible actions for the world. Freedom exists
only when it is associated with service to the other.
Luther’s understanding of freedom as “communicative freedom” is the basis
for a relationship between individual and community which overcomes the
prioritization of the one against the other.
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2.4. Faith and Love
For Martin Luther faith and love are inseparably connected. Against all
those who believe that justification by faith alone is connected with a
devaluation of good works it must be emphasized that the opposite is the
case. Good works gain their special dignity through the nurturing ground of
free love in which they are rooted.
Martin Luther expressed this with beautiful words: “from faith thus flow
forth love and joy in the Lord and from love a joyful, willing and free mind
that serves one’s neighbor willingly and takes no account of gratitude or
ingratitude, of praise or blame, of gain or loss… Just as our neighbor is in
need and lacks in which we abound, so we were in need before God and
lacked his mercy. Hence as our heavenly father has in Christ freely come to
our aid, we also ought freely to help our neighbor though our body and our
work, and each one should become as it were a Christ to the other that we
maybe Christs to one another.”
For a Christian life between private and public affairs this is an extremely
important insight. Trying to change our life styles to living more in
accordance with the one world and with non-human nature can create a
moralism which is in tension to a life of faith out of grace alone. Therefore, a
life of authentic public faith needs continuous spiritual nurture.
The inseparability of faith and love, however also means that there is no
service to God without service to the other.
This brings me to the second fundamental characteristic of the reformatory
impulse. It was a call to public witness highly relevant for today.
3.

Reformation as a Call to Public Witness

Public witness is an integral part of reformation. This is of course true in a
wider understanding of the term “public”. The 95 theses were meant to
generate a public discussion. It is, however, also true in a more defined
understanding of the term “public” as we find it in the scholarly paradigm of
“public theology”. Public theology can gain important insights from
reformation theology as it reflects upon the way in which the Christian
tradition can fruitfully contribute to contemporary public discussion on
political and economic question which include ethical dimensions.
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Ronald Thiemann has well described the task of what we have come to call
“public theology”. It is “to show that a theology shaped by the biblical
narratives and grounded in the practices of Christian community can
provide resources to enable people of faith to regain a public voice in our
pluralistic culture. Our challenge is to develop a public theology that remains
based in the particularities of the Christian faith while genuinely addressing
issues of public significance.”
A public theology which fits this design needs to be bilingual. It needs as its
first language to speak the language of the Bible and of theological tradition,
taking seriously the witness of speaking the truth by the prophets and
setting free the inspiration of the parables of Jesus reaching out towards
heads and hearts. But it also needs a second language. It also needs to speak
the language of reason. It needs to give explanations and insights which
make its points plausible to all people of good will. It needs to be in dialogue
with other disciplines like philosophy and science to introduce theology’s
critical voice into their debates, but to also learn from their insights and
avoid a dogmatistic or fundamentalist immunization against the dynamics
of public debate in democratic societies based on the idea of public reason
as described by philosophers like John Rawls and Jürgen Habermas.
There are three tasks of public theology for society.
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on what path a society wants to take. Since there is a scarcity of institutional
places in Western pluralistic societies where questions of ethical
orientation are reliably and continuously reflected with competence, the
churches and religious communities continue to play a decisive role. Other
than, f. ex., faculties of philosophy who publish books on ethical questions,
religious communities reach not only minds but also hearts. If moral
reflection meets spiritual practice the basis is strong for an effective
contribution to forming society along substantial morally responsible lines.
Political enablement task
In pluralistic democracies with a separation of church and state the
churches should not make politics. But they can make politics possible. As
the American philosopher Michael Walzer has said, prophets are
“connected critics”. They do not criticize politicians from a moral highpoint
but from a place of deep solidarity with the daily moral dilemma situations
in which politics is being made. Therefore, instead of understanding
Christian witness as fundamental opposition public theology must
encourage concrete political action. A social ethic which only works when
you never have to apply it is a bad social ethic. A strong public witness of the
churches can give backwind to political efforts to put moral considerations
into political practice.

Enlightening task
3.
Public theology identifies questions discussed in public which imply ethical
orientation issues. Political issues are often discussed without
acknowledging their moral dimensions. If theology points to these moral
dimensions it enlightens the discourse. When this is the case, one can
therefore – contrary to frequent defensive attitudes of theology in the
university cosmos - say that a religiously based approach makes the
discussion actually more rational.
Orientation task
Public theology then has an orientation task. Drawing from the rich treasure
of orientation knowledge and wisdom which the biblical and theological
tradition offers, it can contribute to the discussion in politics and civil society

488

Public Witness in a troubled world – the example of climate change

Rapid climate change increasingly manifest through droughts, storms and
flooding has made it impossible to further deny the social, cultural and
ecological destruction that characterizes our current ways of “doing
economics”. The wide gap in the consumption of natural resources between
the wealthy countries of the North and many poor countries of the South
reveals the major injustices which need to be addressed in search of a
sustainable economy for this and subsequent generations.
Those who suffer most from climate change because they are especially
vulnerable for weather extremities contribute the least to cause this climate
change. This shows the extreme injustice which characterizes our present
ecological and economic situation worldwide.
489
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From the theological basis we have explored this situation is in deep
contradiction to Christian tradition. Serving your neighbor leads to the same
conclusion as simply following the Golden Rule: Do unto others as you would
want them to do unto you (Mt 7:12). Both ethical guidelines lead to
advocacy for a global economic system which respects the interests of
people in other countries of the world and those of coming generations just
as much as our own.
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Learning to be the Church in the One World
Renewing the Cycle of Reformation-EducationTransformation – Becoming a Just Peace Church Together
Dietrich Werner*

1) The Kirchentag as an ecumenical laboratory of networking Learning to be the church in one world
2) The Reformation as a Liberation Movement from Cultural
4. Conclusion
Captivity of the Gospel
3) The Reformation as Global Citizen in a changing landscape of
At the Reformation Jubilee, we will celebrate not a historic moment but the
World Religions
ongoing story and power of liberation through the love of Jesus Christ. We
4) The Reformation as Rediscovery of Human Dignity and Freedom
are celebrating it throughout the year as one great “Christusfest” (Christ
5) The Reformation as Pedagogical Revolution and Strategic Coalition
Feast) together with other Christian traditions. We are celebrating it as an
between Faith and Education
opportunity to free the church for authentic public witness. My hope is that
6) The Reformation as Transformation for Social Diaconia and Public
the reformation anniversary year 2017 will be seen in the future as a year of
Theology
new discoveries: a new discovery of Christ as the personified love of God, a
7) The Reconciliation of Lutheran Churches and Historic Peace
new discovery of the world as a place in which God is at work, and a new
churches and the ongoing journey to become Just Peace Churches
discovery of Christian liberty which is the best basis for life one can imagine.
8) The new Global Development Treaty of the SDG agenda and the
transformative role of the churches
9) The new international debate on religion and development and
the specific contribution of Christian churches for an Ecological
Reformation
10) Revitalizing basic principles of ecumenical partnership for church,
=
=
=
Diaconia and local congregations: accountability, mutuality,
reliability and multidimensional sharing
11) Bridging the generation gap – Passing on Enthusiasm for
Reformation and Ecumenism to the younger generation
12) Summary: The added value of Reformation traditions for
partnership, education, Diaconia and development
*Rev. Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Dietrich Werner is Senior Advisor in Theology, Ecumenical
Education and Research at Bread for the World - Protestant Development Service,
Berlin, former Director of Ecumenical Theological Education (ETE) of World Council
of Churches and Hon. Professor for Intercultural Theology, Mission and
Development in University of Applied Science Hermannsburg (FIT). He is ordained
pastor in the Lutheran Church in Northern Germany.
The Editor and the NCC Review Team is grateful to Rev. Markus Lesinski for having
sourced this article signifying the 500 years of Reformation Celebrations.
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0) Prelude: Where we in Bread for the World come from
It might be helpful particularly for our international guests to explain briefly
where Bread for the World comes from: In a context of resurgent
nationalism, an unprecedented and shocking withdrawal of global solidarity
of western nations (US government getting out of Paris Climate Treaty
yesterday) and a new wave of of “my nation first and only my nation”
ideologies it will be important to remind ourselves where the notion and
vision of “one world” which is in the title of this presentation is coming from:
The notion of “one world”, the vision of global solidarity, the bold vision of an
ecumenical movement to bring the whole fellowship of churches together
for the sake of the unity of mankind, was not born by some weird phantasts a
few decades ago, but by the most responsible protestant and orthodox
church leaders. It started in the shadow of the devastating Second World
War. The notion of the one world was an expression of utmost hope against
the spirit of desperation and the experience of total destruction in Europe –
result of the “my nation first and my nation only” ideologies developed
during the period of German fascism. The vision of one world or of one
Europe was a protest vision against the massively destructive consequences
of aggressive nationalism in the first half of the 20th century, a vision not
seen as a burden at all, but a vision seen as a liberation and an energizing
vision for reconstructing the world and a common Europe out of the ruins of
the Second World War.
It is in this context that also the action of “Bread for the World” was born,
later to turn and grow into the biggest protestant development agency in
Europe. Few and courageous protestant pioneers, shaped by the experience
of the confessing church in Germany and the renewal movements for social
responsibility of Christian faith in the 50ies in Germany, realized the scandal
of massive poverty in the global South which became apparent in the Biafra
war in West Africa. They scandalized the poverty of the others in a
passionate campaign for the people of Germany not to be content with the
experience of being rescued from the ruins in their own country, but to look
beyond the boundaries of their own national context and to realize the
needs of a decent life for all in the word. The first collection of funds for
Bread for the World was done by using the same milk powder cans like were
earlier used to transport milk powder to young women and mothers from
the American and British churches a relief work to the post war generation of
left along mothers in Germany. Experienced ecumenical Diaconia was the
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foundational experience for the emerging concern for the global poor in
post war Protestantism in Germany. The fact that the earlier language of
drastic appeals to the individual conscience to offer charity and support was
enlarged and changed due to the politization of the concept of
development later in the 60ies and 70ies did not do away with this genuine
rootedness of global solidarity in the basic experience of having been on the
receiving end of ecumenical Diaconia in the years immediately after the
Second World War. Thus the experience of a major catastrophe was the
hour of the birth of a vision of one world. We need to keep this memory alive
to protest against short-sighted trends in our context to move backwards in
history and to promote against very dangerous ideologies of nationalism,
isolationism and protectionism.
1) The Kirchentag as an ecumenical laboratory of networking – learning
to be the church in one world
It is the ecumenical vision of a Europe born again when everything was lying
in shambles, which also inspired the founding fathers of something like the
Kirchentag – itself a renewal movement very much based on Christian lay
people’s involvement to take rot in Germany. The Kirchentag in Berlin one
week ago was an overwhelming experience as probably the world’s largest
ecumenical laboratory of networking and mutual belonging. Many of you
might have been there joining with the other 1240.0000 to attend this
congress and festival. The Kirchentag can be understood as a living example
of the ongoing learning process to be the church in the context of the one
world. “Reformation and One World” was the last of the 10 thematic years
planned in the Luther Decade by EKD since 2007. With around 4000
ecumenical guests it probably was the largest ecumenical gathering in
Europe this year. It was showing and putting in touch both churches from
East and West, North and South as well as providing a new quality of
experience for non-western churches with some aspects of church life in
Germany. The latter was particularly highlighted during an evaluation
session which we had with delegations of Asian, African and Latin American
bishops and senior representatives of partner churches in Bread for the
World earlier this week after the Kirchentag. I would like to quote to you
some of the evaluation remarks which were shared by Asian and African
and Latin American representatives:
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I was amazed how the whole city was filled with enthusiasm of
Christian hope – people sharing, singing and dancing with each
other, even in public transport
It was striking how all the different the churches in Germany are
able to work together and can achieve this phenomenal presence
in the general public;
In Africa it is often said that Christianity in Europe is gradually dying
out, but I learned that the people still love God in Germany, at least
a significant part of them;
I was fascinated by the spirituality of hospitality and intercultural
dialogue alive during Kirchentag – how will it be possible to
maintain this Spirit in Germany and Europe over against other
trends of xenophobia and exclusion which is also there in other
segments of the population?;
We can learn a lot from churches in Germany, particularly their
insistence in making the Gospel public and also influencing politics;
The culture of preserving history, particularly the history of
Reformation has impressed me. Wittenberg is a bit like Bethlehem,
a small city only, but from which the whole world was changed and
transformed;
There was a clear sense of longing in people, both the young and
the old, a longing to celebrate faith in new ways – hope this spirit
will be kept alive also in local church communities around in
Germany;
I had always heard that no young people attend church in Germany,
but somehow this Kirchentag made me think differently, as there
were so many young people – where will they be during ordinary
weeks in the churches?
German churches should be confident and proud that they still can
organize something like Kirchentag so well in the public sphere as in
many other countries civil society actors do not have the space any
more and are not allowed to bring Christian hope and celebration
so much in the public arena;
The global responsibility of Christianity in Germany should not be
underestimated and effectively used. Churches in Germany have a
crucial role in serving as advocates and amplifiers for the concerns
of others; as almost no other setting can exercise so much direct
influence on communicating crucial issues to relevant political
bodies and institutions in this well functioning civil society context.
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Looking at the experience of the Kirchentag with the eyes of others can help
us to assess our own potentials and ecumenical chances afresh and to value
what we can still realize. The crucial questions remain how to continue with
this learning process about being the churches in the context of this one
world.
2) The Reformation as a Liberation Movement from Cultural Captivity of
the Gospel
The biggest success of the Kirchentag probably was that it was a “Kirchentag
against the German Angst”, this peculiar mixture of anxiety, fear,
intimidation and withdrawl, combined with feelings of, remain in a victim’s
role, a loser’s role in the context of our national society as well as
globalization. Feelings of Angst and uncertainly nowadays are heavily
exploited and instrumentalize by right wing political movements. You will
remember what is the physiological reaction of our eyes and the lenses
particularly if we are confronted with a sudden outbreak of fear or “Angst”.
The lenses are closing in, the sight is narrowed down, the context to the
outer world is reduced, the view turns from broad-based to narrow-minded
and sharply focused on just those things which nourish the feeling of
“Angst”. This mechanism in a psycho-sociological level is exploited
nowadays by many. And all kinds of ideologies are creeping up and are
suggested to popular mindsets which provide easy answers and ready made
solutions. Most of them go hand in hand with the same mechanism of a
narrowed down perspective, a closing of our lenses towards reality, severe
limitation of our world perspectives in which we externalize the problems of
the “other” – essentially the opposite of what Christian responsibility asks
for. The Kirchentag has been a successful event particularly because it has
set an example against the feeling of being overwhelmed with Angst – Angst
concerning the consequences of the so-called refugee crisis (which in fact is
a crisis in European standards of hospitality) and the globalization crisis. The
Kirchentag due to its intercultural and ecumenical composition and outlook
always has that function also of sensitizing us churches in Germany of a
possible cultural captivity of the Gospel in our German context and culture.
As we listen and encounter Christian faith and hope communicated in so
many tongues and cultural traditions in the world, we become aware again
that our culture is only one of many, that the German form of living Christian
faith with all its peculiarities and cultural conditions is not the only one and
that we have to be careful and sensitive not to limit the range of the Gospel
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to the expectations and standards of the givenness of our own cultural
contexts and idioms. The Kirchentag as a multicultural event liberates us
from trends and temptations to limit the range of God’s love and his justice
to only a few. Here we get close already to the theological core of the
Classical Reformation which was about liberating the Gospel from its
cultural captivity in which it was held hostage in the context of late medieval
piety and worldviews in late medieval times. The Late Medieval Church
severely limited the range of God’s love by
-

Language barriers (Latin)
Sacramental barriers (the eucharist only reserved for priests)
Faith barriers (faith reduced to ritual acts and obedience to church
orders)
Educational barriers.

The “solusChristus” of the Reformers was a passionate please to resists this
limitation and narrowing down of the range of God’s love! This also becomes
clear in the famous painting of Lukas Cranach in which he puts Christ only in
the center of the medieval church – it is the spirit of concentration and
getting rid of so many other things which filled the space of medieval cosmos
of Christianity – the relics, the indulgences, the clerical hierarchies, the
canonical church orders and laws, the legal codices and territorial claims etc.
Christ was put in the Centre again – this one sacrifice is enough, this one and
unique expression of God’s love is liberating for the whole of humankind. As
articulated by many articles and new research on the Reformation in
Germany as well as in neighboring countries in the 16th century it can only
be understood a comprehensive liberation process from theological, social
and cultural factors which have hindered human dignity, social progress and
biblically authentic faith in the context of late medieval Europe. The
Reformation Movements challenged and overcame the cultural captivity of
the Gospel at that time mainly by three interrelated renewal movements:
1) by developing a new understanding of dignity and worth of each
human being as articulated in the doctrine of justification.
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3) by unleashing an immense potential of Christian Communities for
social service which in the long run provided motivation and
creative energies for involvement in Diaconia and the
establishment of diaconal institutions all over protestant
territories in subsequent centuries.
3) The Reformation as Global Citizen in a changing landscape of World
Religions
The Reformation was a European process – this has been highlighted by the
European Station Journey which now has been collected memories from
more than 60 cities and locations in Europe about the different narratives
and stories of the Reformation from Europe in Wittenberg.
Commemorating the achievements of the Reformation can therefore never
be limited just to the national framework in Germany, but that “the
Reformation has become a global citizen”.1 In many ways also during the
Kirchentag it was shared by participants that the core principles of the
Reformation have left marks on the history of Protestant Christianity in
many non-Western countries and also in the Roman Catholic Church. This is
why in Germany the Reformation Jubilee is not celebrated against, but with
the Roman Catholic sister churches as a joint witness to the presence of
Christ in both churches.2 It has enormous global relevance – also for the
relations between Protestantism and Catholicism in other parts of the
world - that Pope Francis in his visit to Lund in Sweden during the joint
worship with the General Secretary of the Lutheran World Federation on
31st October 2016 in a prayer expressed explicit gratitude for the
achievements of the Reformation principles and their significance for the
whole Church.3 Time has come for a new spirit of cordial relationships and
1
See the special issue of EKD Magazine “Reformation and the One World” for the Theme Year
2016, Hannover EKD Kirchenamt 2016; see also: Margot Käßmann/Heinrich Bedford-Strohm:
Die Welt verändern: Was uns der Glaube heute zu sagen hat, Hannover 2016
2
See: Deutsche Bischofskonferenz/EKD: Erinnerungen heilen – Jesus Christus bezeugen. Ein
gemeinsames Wort zum Jahr 2017, Gemeinsame Texte 24, Hannover/Bonn 2016; also in:
https://www.ekd.de/presse/pm119_2016_gt24_heilung_erinnerung.html
3

2) by promoting a strategic alliance between faith and education
which was the key factor for the European Reformation to prove
historically successful and really transform the world.
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In the Joint Catholic-Lutheran Commemoration of the Reformation in Lund Cathedral Pope
Francis prayed in a very significant wording: „O Holy Spirit: help us to rejoice in the gifts that
have come to theChurch through the Reformation, prepare us to repent for the dividing walls
that we, and our forebears, have built, and equip us for common witness and service in the
world“(in: From Conflict to Communion: Together in Hope. Joint Catholic-Lutheran
Commemoration of the Reformation, Lund 2016, p. 10)
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bold steps towards more ecumenical solidarity and commitment and
sharing not only between Protestant and Roman Catholic Christianity but
also between Protestant and Orthodox Christianity (with Patriarch
Bartholomew just visiting Berlin with a lecture on Orthodox and Human
Rights). The Reformation heritage today is read and interpreted in a global
context and religious landscape that is remarkably different from the period
in which the classical Reformers lived: We can mention only three major
shifts:
-

-

-

There is a remarkable shift of the gravity centre of World
Christianity towards the global South indicated in many surveys
and visualizations like the following;
There is a significant increase of Charismatic, Pentecostal and
Independent churches in World Christianity part of which has
emerged in critical opposition and separation from classical
mainline Reformation churches, but which at the same time
continue and reinterpret some of the essential concerns of the
Reformation tradition (like access to Bible Reading, priesthood of
all believers, direct participation of the believers in the grace of
God);
There is also a significant increase in Muslim populations regionally
and globally and probably in the 2070ies Islam will have become
religion number one in numerical terms in terms of its share from
world populations.

In this context of changing landscapes of World Christianity there is a
process of re-reading and re-contextualization of the Reformation principles
at work in non-western Christianity. The most remarkable sign of this has
been the so-called twin-consultation process: “The Reformation has
become a global citizen” – this was kind of the leading motive for Bread for
the World together with the Protestant Association of Churches and Mission
(EMW) in the past three years to have undertaken a major global study and
reflection process under the title “Reformation-Education-Transformation”,
the so-called twin-consultation process.4 In this global study process
–partners from the North and South, East and West this was the twinning
approach - were called together in two major international conferences in
San Leopoldo and in Halle to share learning stories about the continuing
relevance of Reformation traditions and the interconnected dynamics
4

See results and proceedings in: http://www.r-e-t.net/en/index.html
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between church reform, Christian education and social transformation on
their contexts.5 The astonishing result: The Reformation principles (which
in a nutshell can be articulated with the LWF’s motto “Liberated by God’s
Grace: Salvation - not for sale; human beings - not for sale; creation - not for
sale)6 are still at work and very much alive in many different cultural and
national contexts today. There is an “Ongoing Reformation” at work in many
parts of global Christianity wherever the core principles of Reformation are
remembered re-actualized and put in place again.
In a nutshell the final Communique of this study process highlighted some
key-insights which I would like to share with you:
- Reformation tradition, particularly that of the historical peace
churches, has delegitimized the religious sanctioning of brutality
and violence and made clear the distinctions between the role of
state authorities and the church or religion which are still of
relevance today;
- Reformation tradition has emphasized a strategic coalition
between biblically rooted faith and critical reasoning or education.
The emphasis put on education challenges all forms of religious
identities which tend to enter into moods of religious extremism
and intolerance;
- Reformation tradition has developed a culture of public and social
responsibility which renounces any trend for privatization and
inner withdrawal of the Christian faith from the world as well as
any form of religious dictatorship and extremism;
- Reformation tradition has given emphasis to the competence of
local communities to read the Bible in their own languages and to
be interpreters of their own realities, thereby strengthening their
independence from agents of either religious or secular media to
manipulate and exploit their religious longings; We are therefore
convinced that churches of the Reformation tradition provide an
essential and critical contribution to the current state of
development in World Christianity.
5

See documentation: “Reformation – Bildung – Transformation. Beiträge zu einem
ökumenischen Prozess. Epd-Dokumentation Nr. 16, 19. April 2016, Frankfurt am Main. And:
epd-Dokumentation Nr. 3, 17. Januar 2017, These texts can be ordered:
http://www.epd.de/fachdienst/fachdienst-dokumentation/produkte/epd-dokumentation
6
See on LWF website: https://2017.lutheranworld.org/content/liberated-god%E2%80%99sgrace-131
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The second major process which can be observed with regard to re-reading
the principles of Reformation in todays contexts of a rapidly changing global
religious map is the learning movement which moves beyond a churchcentred ecumenism and a social service based ecumenism towards a
genuine interfaith ecumenism in this context of this world in which religions
are now living right next to each other in almost every country of the globe.
Today we are faced with the question of how Reformation learnings can be
brought in dialogue with representatives also from other religious
traditions. Whether and how religions can contribute to provide spiritual
and ethical grounding for individual freedom, education for all, social
transformation and overcoming of violence and conflict becomes a global
question, not just a confessional questions only for Lutheran and Reformed
Christians.
We are faced with the question on how processes like “reform”, “renewal”
and “transformation”are actually happening in other world religious
traditions and whether it should not be the task of Christian churches also to
support and to be in dialogue with “Reformation” movements both in
Hinduism, in Islam, in Jewish tradition in todays global village. The return to
the roots and the sources of biblical revelation is not a property just of
Protestantism, but similar processes of concentration, of re-focusing, and
new contextual translation and re-interpretation of the essence of religious
traditions can be observed also in other world religious traditions. As we
come from a religious tradition in Protestantism which has had its
Reformation 500 years ago we should be attentive and open also to be in
touch with those movements both within other streams of Christian
traditions like the Pentecostal movement one or with other religious
Reformation movements (often severely under pressure) like Reform-Islam
and Reform-Hinduism who try to get engaged with some contemporary
Reformation movements within their religious contexts today. Discerning
and interpreting the Reformation movements of today in the changing
religious landscapes of this world may well prove a crucial task for the whole
globe and its future in peaceful living together of all religious traditions as
well as the common search for patterns of sustainable development in
multifaith settings.7
7
See for instance: Henning Wrogemann: Eine „islamische Reformation“?, in: Michael
Biehl/Ulrich Dehn (Hrsg), Reformationen. Momentaufnahmen aus einer globalen Bewegung.
Missionshilfe Verlag Hamburg 2015, p. 157ff
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4) The Reformation as Rediscovery of Human Dignity and Freedom
Let us look for a short moment into a first essential dimension of the
Reformation heritage which will allow us to understand this tradition as a
profound new approach to human dignity: The Reformation consisted of a
new understanding of the dignity and worth of each human being as
articulated in the doctrine of justification. We should not forget that the
Reformation emerged out of the need to transform “bad religion” into “livegiving religion”. Bad religion, i.e. dehumanizing and oppressive and
distorted religion, is a phenomenon, which also exists, both in past
centuries like Late Medieval Period but also in the resurgences of all kinds of
religious phenomena today. Reformation emerges as a reaction against
“bad religion” or bad and dehumanizing ideologies. Martin Luther and the
Fathers of the Reformation started with the urgent feeling that the distorted
and oppressive religious doctrines and practices of the late medieval Papal
church were in desperate need of being renewed, purified and that the
whole church, its clergy as well as the faithful were to be brought back to the
original biblical roots of the faith again. The Reformers protested against the
late medieval religious-political mindset and reference system which
combined four interconnected factors: a widespread religion of fear and
prevalent guilt complex, a culture of popular superstition, the systemic
disease of corruption and a widespread attitude of economic greed which
culminated together in the practices of indulgence, the enforced payment
of tributes/money to the corrupt clergy to receive forgiveness and any
reduction of periods of punishment to be spent in purgatory (the so-called
“Ablaßbriefe”). The response of the Reformers to this commercialized
religion of fear and guilt complex was quite radical in the literal sense. The
church was called to return to the roots of the Gospel, God’s reconciling
work in Christ (solusChristus) as the sole foundation for understanding both
human beings and the church. In contrast to the teachings of that historic
era each human being was seen as being unconditionally accepted and
having received ultimate and undeniable worth and dignity by God’s grace
alone (solaGratia). God’s grace provided to each faithful, the Reformers
insisted, is free. It cannot be in any way conditioned, commercialized,
earned or made dependent on any human efforts, merits of religious
rituals. With the message of justification by faith alone a radically
transformed religious self-perception was articulated – a sense of individual
freedom and dignity returned – together with a sense of relativizing the
dominating powers and the grip of the religious authorities on ordinary
people.
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The classical Church Reformers in the 16th century insisted that true social
transformation starts with a change of mentality and mindsets, with our
openness to be radically transformed by God’s love and his pre-imminent
merciful justice which holds us together both in our individual biographies
(“simuljustus et peccator”) as well as in society. We could also state this as
follows: Spiritual transformation precedes and accompanies social and
political transformation. Changes in the outer world, i.e. in the political,
social and economic realm, will be in vain and remain superficial and not
lasting as long as they are not prepared and accompanied by changes in the
inner world which affect each individual and the masses, i.e. the spiritual
self- perception and the energies released by spiritual transformation alone
for a different model of relating to nature, to society and to one’s neighbors.
This is exactly why the role of religions and the religious sector in society
need to be seen as so crucial for social transformation.
5) The Reformation as Pedagogical Revolution and Strategic Coalition
between Faith and Education
The Reformation was not only about a spiritual transformation in the
religious concept and self-perception of human beings, it secondly also was
about a pedagogical revolution. This is due to the strategic alliance between
biblically rooted faith and education.
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mother tongue – today also supported and continued by the global work of
Amity Printing Press in Nanjing. Martin Luther in a pamphlet to civil
authorities in 1524 ordered to build Christian schools for boys and girls in
each small village.8 The legal obligation for all children to attend school for
the very first time was publicly declared and officially ordered in Southern
Germany in 1592. The founding of Christian universities and the production
of new tools for Christian family education (“Catechisms”)9 underlined the
strategic interest of the Reformation to enhance education as a
precondition to understand and personally appropriate Christian faith.
Historical research has shown how Reformation traditions have changed,
enforced and broadened the landscapes of institutions of education both in
Europe and even more so - due to world mission – in many non-western
contexts where particularly the introduction of mission schools for girls had
a tremendous impact on social transformation.10 There is some significant
research on how Christian education has changed social conditions and
particularly the fate of girls both in European11 as well as also in Chinese
history.12 In academic research therefore both the impact of the so called
“protestant work ethics” (Max Weber) as well as the higher alphabetization
rates and educational standards in protestant territories are pointed to as
key factors for more rapid social progress in comparing different countries
in the world.13
8

During the period of Martin Luther only 1 % of the population had access to
education. The vast majority of people could not understand Latin, the
language of the clergy; they were completely illiterate and the vast majority
literally was left in darkness both in mind and in spirit. Luther’s passion to
bring the Word of God close to the common people (the sola scriptura
principle) presented a profound push for democratization of religious
knowledge in Late Medieval context. Luther’s translation of the New
Testament on Wartburg in Eisenach (in 11 weeks only!) spread like wildfire
due to new printing technologies – responding to the deep longing of people
to understand religious orientation and narratives in their own mother
tongue, to be taken seriously as religious (and civil) subjects. What a
tremendous gift to receive the Bible in one’s own mother tongue – at that
time experienced for the first time by ordinary German citizens and
experienced in similar ways in thousands of settings due to the efforts of
later missionaries to provide Bible translations in indigenous languages
around the world. What an achievement to read the Bible in one’s own
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Martin Luther 1524: “An die Ratsherren aller Städte deutschen Landes, dass sie christliche
Schulen aufrichten und halten sollten”.
9

See for instance: http://bookofconcord.org/smallcatechism.php

10

See therecentremarcable global study: Reiner Klingholz, Wolfgang Lutz: Wer überlebt?
Bildung entscheidet über die Zukunft der Menschheit, Campus Verlag, Frankfurt/New York,
2016, p. 43ff
11
See: Sascha O. Becker and LudgerWößmann: Luther and the Girls: Religious Denomination
and the Female Education Gap in 19th Century Prussia, Bonn 2008; in:
http://ftp.iza.org/dp3837.pdf
12
Theresa Carino: Christian mission and education in China: Impact and lessons , in:
http://www.r-e-t.net/fix/files/Carino_Christian%20mission%20and%20education%20in%
20China.pdf; also see the highly interesting research: Putting Names with Faces: Women's
Impact in Mission History. Ed. Christine Lienemann-Perrin , Atola Longkumer , and
AfrieSongcoJoye. Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2012
13
Reiner Klingholz, Wolfgang Lutz: Wer überlebt? Bildung entscheidet über die Zukunft der
Menschheit, p. 69f
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It is remarkable in this sense that the concluding message of the
international twin-consultation process pleaded for a deliberate
commitment to increase means to be made available for church related
scholarship programs, as only investment in strategic Christian leadership
building will answer the call and mandate of the Reformation tradition to get
engaged in the dynamic cycle between Reformation – Education and
Transformation.
“It was highlighted that the churches and organizations of the R-E-T process
should prioritize and strategize financial planning for scholarship programs
towards capacity building for Christian prophetic leadership development,
both at the regional and international level. Through our sharing and in the
presentations given, we were reminded over and again that education is not
available to all. All participating churches, organizations and schools are
called to campaign and work so that inclusive and participatory education is
accessible for all (see SDGs). Our own institutions are called to enhance their
efforts to offer education at all levels and invest in a theological education
that is open for dialogue and which is teaching tolerance.”
6) The Reformation as Transformation for Social Diakonia and Public
Theology
We have dealt with Reformation as spiritual transformation and as
pedagogical/educational revolution, but now need to add the third
dimension, Reformation as diaconal transformation, as awakening of values
and ethics for social responsibility.
In his dialectical understanding of human freedom Luther could argue that
the Christian is free and justified by God and therefore subjected to nobody.
At the same time a Christian is free to serve and therefore subjected in the
service of love to everybody.14 As Christians do not have to worry and
struggle for their eternal salvation anymore energies were set free to look
for the immediate needs of others. Luther never restricted the Reformation
or the relevance of Christian Faith just to the inner realm, but rather he
encouraged Christians to take up social responsibilities and he also
challenged the political authorities to provide justice and peace under the
law of God. It might be less known, but Luther also invented the first new
system of common and public social care for the urban poor by installing a
14

See: http://lutheranreformation.org/theology/on-the-freedom-of-a-christian/
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sophisticated common collection box (called “LeisingerKastenordnung”).15
Later periods in Lutheran Pietism in Eastern Germany developed new
diaconal institutions in which social relief for destitute children and their
education always worked hand in hand (Halle, August Hermann Francke,
17./18.century ). The emergence of voluntary associations of Christians
active in diaconia (“Innere Mission”) and their first national platform 1848
in Wittenberg (foundation of the “CentralvereinInnere Mission” as a
forerunner of Protestant Agency for Diaconia and Development today)) can
be seen as a direct continuation of the Reformation principles which
cultivated a strong sense of love, of care and compassion as the other side of
an understanding of Christian faith which regards the whole life as a gift
from God.16
As a summary we can confirm again: Reformation traditions emerged out of
a process of transforming “bad” and oppressive religion into liberative and
life-giving religion. In the historic Reformation process as well as in current
Reformation dynamics at work globally Christian faith presents itself (again)
as a transformative religion, which had profound impact on social
transformation process in many parts of the world.
Today we realize in the context of rapidly changing landscapes of World
Christianity that churches are at different stages of the dynamic
development which has been described as interactive innovative process
between Reformation – Education and Social Transformation. Some
churches have a history of some 150 to almost 200 years already in
articulating a public theology and presenting a highly professionalized
system of social care and diaconia with an established complementary from
of Christian ministry, called the Diaconate, which in many churches of the
Reformation is regarded as belonging to the apostolic tradition of the
church. In other churches, and examples are there from both Africa as well
as Asia, churches are just beginning to develop some pioneering forms of
social diaconia and social witness without yet having access or experience in
advancing to more professionalized forms of broad-based diaconial service
15
See: http://www.kirche-leisnig.de/index.php/leisnig/leisniger-kastenordnung?showall=1;
https://www.luther2017.de/kr/erleben/staedte/leisnig/
16
See for instance: Günter Banzhaf: Diakonische Impulse der Reformationszeit: in:
h t t p s : / / w w w. d i a ko n i e - w u e r t t e m b e r g . d e / f i l e a d m i n / M e d i e n / F o t o s /
Son_Reformation_Diakonische_Impulse.pdf; or: Hammer, Georg Hinrich. 2013. Geschichte
der Diakonie in Deutschland, 1. Aufl. Stuttgart: Kohlhammer Verlag.
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systems as available in some of the older churches. It is absolutely vital that
we do not limit the ecumenical learning process just to local churches and
mission agencies, but that we allow and enable diaconial services and
agencies also to develop forms of ecumenical learning partnerships in which
some of their rich experiences can be shared with younger churches in the
global South which desperately are searching for more expertise and
learning opportunities for their staff to be trained and educated in social
diakonia. The situation of the churches in the Himalaya region, in China and
in the Mekong area presents a case in point which should deserve far greater
attention.
7) The Reconciliation of Lutheran Churches and Historic Peace churches
and the ongoing journey to become Just Peace Churches
While the Classical Reformation developed some important distinctions
between the mandates and roles of both the state and the church it failed to
exercise restraint in the use of violence even against some of its own allies in
the Reformation process. The Confessional wars in Europe present one of
the very darkest sides of the European Reformation History. The Baptists –
the key movement from the left wing of the European Reformation - from
early on decided to raise their voice against every act of war and violence
and live according to a "total renunciation of force, " this is why they are
regarded as one of the historical peace churches. As the Baptists advocated
church reforms even more radical than those proposed by Martin Luther or
Ulrich Zwingli, they were persecuted by both the Catholics and the
Protestants and had to flee for their lives. Nevertheless, thousands were
killed. Today, the Free Baptist Church has more than two million members all
over the world, mostly in the United States and Canada. About 60,000
members live in Europe. The Mennonites disapprove of ecclesiastic
hierarchies and their local churches are rather autonomous.
But it is only some 500 years after the Reformation that the mainline
churches of the Lutheran tradition came up with a solid declaration asking
forgiveness for the centuries of violence, discrimination and persecution of
the so-called peace churches which came from the more radical Anabaptist
traditions or the left wing of Reformation. I would particularly refer to the
LWF Council which at its October 2009 meeting in Geneva – after the work of
the Lutheran-Mennonite Study Commission from 2005 to 2008 - adopted a
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statement asking for forgiveness from God and from Mennonites “for the
harm that our forebears in the sixteenth century committed to Anabaptists,
for forgetting or ignoring this persecution in the intervening centuries, and
for all inappropriate, misleading and hurtful portraits of Anabaptists and
Mennonites made by Lutheran authors, in both popular and scholarly
forms, to the present day.”
It does put on our ecumenical agenda today the task of learning again what
it means to become Just Peace Churches.
There are powerful examples of what it means to become a Just Peace
church, some of which were also shared during the Kirchentag in Berlin. Like
the example of UCC in the United States which had declared itself to
become Just Peace Church already in 1985.17 The Just Peace Church identity
has become an important symbol for many of its congregations, as both a
means of shaping congregational identity and as a theological framework
for doing justice-based theological reflection. For many Just Peace
congregations, this identity has helped to underscore their ministries of
direct service, legislative advocacy, and courageous witness. The approach
has differed from place to place: Some became immersed in anti-war and
anti-militarism issues, while some focused their energies on U.S. policies
affecting Central America. Others strengthened their multi-racial, multicultural witness. Some developed neighborhood ministries, while others
translated their just-peace identity to be a fitting starting place for
eventually becoming "Open and Affirming" or "Whole Earth" churches.
Justice and Witness Ministries is committed to a revitalized Just Peace
Church movement, wherein congregations will be empowered and
resourced to create an even stronger justice and peace witness for decades
to come.
Another important example comes from Nigeria from the Church of the
Brethren in Nigerian (EYN) which has become engaged in powerful acts of
witness, dialogue and common action between Christians and Muslims in
Northern Nigeria in a conflict-torn area, where it has called women of
different faith together become angles of peace for each other.18
17

18
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http://www.ucc.org/justice_just-peace_old-site_a-just-peace-church-1
https://ems-online.org/en/news/23-05-2016-my-angel-has-protected-me/
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8) The World Development Treaty of the SDG Agenda and the
transformative role of the churches
Many of you might remember that the first of Luthers 95 thesis was about
the emphasize that the whole life of Christians should be a constant process
of repentance and transformation. "When our Lord and Master Jesus Christ
said, 'Repent,' he willed the entire life of believers to be one of repentance.
And the word "penance" neither can, nor may, be understood as referring to
the Sacrament of Penance, that is, to confession and atonement as exercised
under the priest's ministry.” Luther emphasized here that the whole life of
any human being should be open for repentance and renewal and that real
life repentance cannot be replaced by any liturgical ritualized of a
commercialized religion.19
Luther had developed the idea of repentance as the Christian's inner
struggle with sin rather than the external system of sacramental confession,
thereby putting his emphasize on an integral and holistic process of social
and religious transformation rather than on a hierarchical institution to
administer sacramental grace. The Reformation Jubilee in 2017 in that sense
is articulating a fundamental question and topic which is absolutely crucial
for the survival of the whole of humankind: How can humankind be
transformed, how can social systems “repent”, how can we be transformed
by the wisdom of God to radically change our life-styles and renew our sense
for basic values of a harmonious society and an ethics of life which is at the
core of an urgently needed ecological and socially responsible civilization?
We should be excited to have this concern for repentance and
transformation as a core element in our Reformation tradition as this theme
is very close to the core concern which today is discussed even in UN levels
concerning the possibility and the urgent need of the whole of human
civilization to turn its direction and to “repent”. Luther’s emphasize on the
true foundation of human beings to really “repent” and his passionate plea
that human beings by the Grace of God can repent, can be renewed and
transform is at the heart of the current SDG-Agenda of the UN which has as
its title “Transforming our world”.20
19

See English version of 95 thesis for instance in: http://www.luther.de/en/95thesen.html

20

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Produced by Amity Foundation, December
2016, Nanjing, page 99
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The exciting feature of this SDG Agenda, as many of you will know, is that it is
not formulating goals for development only for the global South, but it is
stating 17 core goals which are compulsory for all nations in this world – the
distinction between the so-called developed world and the non-developed
world, is made obsolete. All countries are in need of development, all
countries are in need of changing their development paradigm and
developing new and sustainable patterns of consumption and production.
The point we want to make here is that the core goals of the SDG Agenda
provide an excellent platform for churches and ecumenical partnership for
churches to engage in common learning processes about what it means to
be the church in the one world today. Are churches part of a culture of social
and ecological transformation or part of a culture of introverted regression
and xenophobia, a part of a liberating and reconstruction movement or a
part of a culture of stagnation and isolation?
A church partnership network of Bremen could identify your most
important four SDG Goal areas – like ending poverty in all its forms (SDG 1),
ensure healthy lives (SDG 3), ensure inclusive and equitable qualitative
education (SDG 4) and achieve gender equality (SDG 5) in order then to do a
common planning for both advocacy, social projects and education in the
related areas so as to support and monitor the implementation process of
the SDG Agenda in their respective contexts.
9) The new international debate on religion and development and the
specific contribution of Christian churches for an ecological
Reformation
Since 2005, there has been a new interest and international discourse on
the role of religion in development and humanitarian response by official
bilateral donors and multilateral organizations such as the United Nations
and the World Bank. Globally religious affiliation is growing, rather than
declining. Religion continues to shape the lives of people, communities and
society in fundamental ways – in transformative and progressive ways but
also in divisive and harmful ways. This is a time where new arenas,
expectations and opportunities are emerging for religious actors in the
public space, especially around partnerships for implementation of Agenda
2030 and the Sustainable Development Goals.
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For Bread for the World and international agencies and councils we are
related to like ACT Alliance, WCC and LWF working on issues related to
religion and development is not a new theme. Bringing the values of the
Gospel into the public arena and spelling out its relevance for issues of
justice, peace and ecological transformation has been at the core of their
mandate since many decades, each in distinct ways. The churches have
always been part of a religion and development agenda, being aware of the
enormous contributions church schools and hospitals have made to
development in many countries around the world. Therefore we have
decades of experience on which to build. What is new is not so much the
awareness of the interconnectedness of religion and development in
principle but rather the political context in which UN bodies, some
governments and secular authorities express a new interest in developing a
more visible and strategic relation to faith based organizations. Politicians
realize stronger than ever before that neither national governments nor
international organization can achieve a fundamental change in the course
of our civilization alone, they need religious organizations, they need the
cooperation with FBOs. This is a critical chance which needs to be used in
appropriate and reflected ways as we also should not allow politics simply to
instrumentalize religions for their purposes. But we have a common area of
concern.
The most remarkable contribution which was recently made and heard by
international political organizations was the Encyclica of Pope Francis on
Laudato Si, the Environmental Encyclical of the Roman Catholic Church. Like
no other Christian statement it has reached the ears of international bodies,
the UN General assembly as well as the complete system of the UN
organizations.
The Encyclical calls for a fundamental revision of our relation to nature, to
creation, to the whole inhabited earth. An accompanying global research
project of WCC and Bread for the World, called ETCF, looked into the degree
to which ecological transformation, earth theologies and ecological
spirituality have been integrated already in normal curricula of theological
schools and church related seminaries. The result of this to cut it short is:
There still remains a lot to be done.
We have to work together in one frontier which for the classical European
Reformation really still was out of sight, i-.e.an ecological Reformation of
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Christianity. We want to draw the attention to an Ecumenical Manifesto for
an Ecological Reformation of Christianity which was published in the
context of the Church of Greece, Volos Academy in 2016:
“At the beginning of the 21st century, it is nevertheless clear that many
Christian communities all over the world have discerned the need for an
ecological reformation of each Christian tradition in every geographical
context. This is expressed in the ecumenical prayer: Come, Holy Spirit, renew
your whole creation!
The need for an ecological reformation of all Christian traditions is of course
manifested in different ways in various parts of the world. The pain impulses
associated with ecological destruction have been registered especially in
those areas that lie on the periphery of current constellations of economic
power. The call for an ecological reformation of Christianity has come with
particular urgency from Christians in such areas (the Pacific, Africa, Asia,
Latin-America) as they are more exposed and vulnerable. This call is echoed
by churches which belong to (mainly protestant) countries in the global
North which have contributed heavily to the exploitation of natural
resources, industrial production and a style of consumption that causes
environmental degradation.
It is vital that these calls be heard when churches meet for the Reformation
Jubilee in 2017. An ecological reformation of Christianity is a matter of
repentance, conversion and renewal for all Christian traditions. It
necessarily has to be ecumenical in scope and has to extend throughout the
whole inhabited world. The call for ecological reformation, therefore, comes
as a gift to those countries in which the 16th century reformations have
started and from where it has spread elsewhere. The call for an ecological
reformation of Christianity has been expressed in statements by church
leaders such as Patriarch Bartholomew21 and Pope Francis22 and by
ecumenical bodies such as the World Council of Churches and by regional
fellowships of churches alike. It is indeed encouraging and illuminating to
21
Bartholomew I. Ecumenical Patriarch. Cosmic Grace, Humble Prayer: The Ecological Vision of
the Green Patriarch Bartholomew I. Edited by John Chryssavgis. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
2003.

22

Pope Francis’ encyclical letter “Laudato Si”, http://w2.vatican.va/content/dam/
francesco/pdf/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20150524_enciclica-laudatosi_en.pdf
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observe that processes pointing and contributing to an ecological
reformation are already underway in each of the main branches of
Christianity and in all corners of the globe 500 years after the Reformation.”
While the Reformation of the 16th century was rightly Christ–Centred – as it
stood in opposition to a church which had absolutized its own institution and
regulations – the Reformation movements in the 21st Century ought to be
Spirit and Earth centred while not renouncing on their Christological focus,
i.e. they should be truly Trinitarian in outlook: Only an Ecological
Reformation of World Christianity as such will make us focused and relevant
for the global crisis we are facing!
10) Revitalizing basic principles of ecumenical partnership for church,
diakonia and local congregations: accountability, mutuality, reliability
and multidimensional sharing
The churches in Germany have come a long way to deepen their
understanding on what it means to be the church in one world – a learning
process which is not finished. The last major EKD study document “To be the
church in a globalized world – the common learning journey between
mission and development”23 outlined some helpful principles for
understanding the interrelatedness of the different instruments which we
have developed in our church systems for giving shape to ecumenical
solidarity and catholicity, understanding both churches, local congregations,
development agencies as well as mission agencies to serve in
complementary roles in the common task to contextualize common witness
and service of partner churches in the one world.
We are currently engaged in Bread for the World to discern anew what
ecumenical partnership really means and implies – within our organization
as well as with our international partners. The question is not only how to
express the core values of accountability, mutuality, reliability and
multidimensional sharing in our ways of collaboration, standards and
methods for evaluation, but also on how to integrate ecumenical
partnership principles and global and intercultural learning at all levels of
our church life and education efforts, in worship, in diakonia, in
catechumenate classes and in working with migrants. What is at stake for
23

https://www.ekd.de/ekd_de/ds_doc/ekdtext_125_mission.pdf
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the years to come are two interrelated core principles of an ecumenical
learning process of what it means to be the church in one world, one is the
quality standards of ecumenical partnership, the second is inner coherence
of ecumenical partnership principles in all dimensions of our church life: We
have implemented and exercised ecumenical partnership principles and
learning processes in both mission agencies like Norddeutsche Mission, in
development agencies like Bread, but are they to a similar extend also lived
and integrated in the systems of Diaconia work - how do we allow for
intercultural openness and international learning relations in the Diaconia
service systems of our work – in a global context where many growing
churches in the non-western world – like in China, in Vietnam, in the
Himalaya region – are desperately longing to learn from Diaconia services of
established churches in the west as an effort to deepen their
contextualization and social service provisions to the needy and
marginalized in their own context – often one of the main chances to
become rooted in their context and to overcome the prejudices which see
Christianity there as a non-western and non-patriotic entity which better
needs to be expelled and curbed? How do we practise ecumenical sharing
and mutual empowerment with regard to new partnerships emerging on
our doorsteps with migrant churches and avoid a two class system in
ecumenical relations between the established churches and with the new,
but often disadvantaged migrant churches? How do we translate
ecumenical sensitization and intercultural learning and international
partnerships into all the dimensions of our church live, how do we ensure
ecumenical and internal coherence in our learning processes? This is a
question I would like to leave with you.
11) Bridging the generation gap – Passing on the Enthusiasm for
Reformation and Ecumenism to the younger generation
Just to return briefly to the challenge and special invitation which Bishop
Makgoba from South Africa extended to the youth at the end of his
concluding sermon at the Kirchentag in Wittenberg last Sunday, in which he
told the younger generation in moving words:: “My prayer is that you will be
radical; that you will give love away – even as you recognize your frailties
and limitations, even if you are daunted by the enormity of the task of
transforming the world.” A South African Bishop expressing so much hope
in the younger generation of Christians in Germany – that was remarkable!
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If we look in the average age of partnership groups, one world action teams
and ecumenical committees in our church we cannot but state that with all
signs of hope which are around in terms of vitality and energy, we still have a
task before us to get engaged for a major effort to bridge the generation gap
and to pass on the Enthusiasm for Reformation and Ecumenism to the
younger generation. Might be it is in this field that we need to particularly
ask for advice and collaboration also with our international partners: How
do you get the younger generations involved? How can you link up the local
churches and the public schools for international ecumenical solidarity
work? How can we utilize the potentials given in modern communication
technologies which younger generations are so much trained and able (and
sometimes addicted) to use, for the purposes of building bonds of
ecumenical belonging and international partnership.

protestant against increasing pressures of national governments
to curb the space of civil society organization and religious
minorities24 ;
3) Protestant traditions affirm and promote access to education for
all and have a preferential option and bias for the type of a
“reflected faith” or “educated faith” which allows for critical
reasoning and understanding of the Holy Scripture and church
traditions. Therefore in the protestant “DNA” there is an inbuilt
protection mechanism against religious extremism and
fundamentalism (although historically not always properly applied
by protestant churches like can be seen in the role part of German
protestant churches played during the Nazi regime, while other
parts of German Protestantism like the one’s associated with
Confessing Church and Dietrich Bonhoeffer actually renewed the
critical relevance of the Reformatory principles in struggling
against Fascism of the Hitler regime);

12) Summary: The added value of Reformation traditions for partnership,
Diaconia and development

4) Protestant traditions affirm the competence of all believers to read
the sacred texts and to get engaged with the social needs of others,
as the love of God is always something which needs to be shared
with others. Therefore protestant traditions have a natural
tendency to strengthen civil society, to demand space in civil
society, to protect the freedom for religious life and selfarticulation and to freely get in dialogue with other players in civil
society as the space for common solidarity and discourse on
priorities for social services and social harmony.

What is the added value then of Reformation traditions for partnership,
Diaconia, education and development? We close with 8 short affirmations
1) The DNA of Protestant faith is about sharing God’s love and Grace
with all and not just with some. Protestant faith traditions are
therefore resisting any temptation to give in to ideologies of
ethnicity, of national pride, of ethnic exclusion and any sense of
religious domination claims. Not “make my nation first”, “make my
tribe great again”, “make my religion great again” is the essence of
Protestant faith, but rather the motto: “Make God’s love and his
justice great again for the whole of humankind and for the whole of
this precious globe!”
2) Protestant traditions do not reduce the relevance of Christian faith
to the private or inner realm, but claim the public space and the
public relevance of the Gospel – not in order to dominate in society,
but to work for the common good for all and to strengthen peace,
justice and social harmony in society. Therefore protestant
engagement for Reformation principles includes a vital
commitment to defend freedom of religions for all and to
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5) Protestant traditions have an inbuilt sense and passion for the
unity of the universal church as they themselves grew out of a
renewal movement which was focused not on founding a new
church, but to contribute to the renewal of the One, Holy,
Apostolic and Catholic Church and avoid the scandal of division
within the church as well as in society. Protestant churches belong
to the founding members of the global ecumenical movement
which has the World Council of Churches as its privileged
instrument and expression. United and Uniting churches as well as
non-denominational or post-denominational churches are
24

http://www.civicus.org/
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therefore regarded as crucial and proper expression of protestant
history and the heritage of the Reformation as long as they
translate the Reformatory principles into actual relevance in
today’s contexts again.

Protestant Pilgrimages? Possibilities and chances of
responsible action before God and the world

6) Protestant traditions are critical over against any trend towards the
commodification of religion, the totalization of any ideology and
any mixture of faith, fear, corruption and economic greed at the
expense of human liberty and dignity. Protestant traditions are
underlining the importance of fundamental renewal of faith,
religion and society all over again, of an “ecclesia semper
reformanda”;

Pilgrim’s paths are integral components of Christianity and many other
religions in Germany, Europe and around the world.

7) Protestant traditions are loyal to given political authorities, but
have rejected any attempt to absolutize political powers, as they
interpret all political authorities to be and remain under the will of
God to protect peace, justice and the common good for all people;
Protestant traditions take up the calling and mandate from the
Peace Churches to be engaged in the ecumenical pilgrimage for
Justice and Peace and to become Just Peace Churches – a demand
which underlines the relevance of Reformation traditions over
against increasing religious extremism all around the world;
8) Protestant traditions affirm the dignity of each human being as
being unconditionally loved and embraced be God’s justification
(simuljustus et peccator) and therefore have a bias towards a rights
based understanding of development;
9) While correcting some of the harsh views of Martin Luther on other
religious communities (Jews + Muslims) as inconsistent with his
own theology25, Protestantism today is interested to learn from
other religious, how they have experienced “reformation” process
and movements in their own history.

-Sönke Lorberg-Fehring*

In 2012, approximately 550,000 people made pilgrimages to Trier on the
occasion of the presentation of the so-called “Holy Robe”. (N.B.: The
original German language of this text includes two terms for the English
term “pilgrimage” and all derivatives. “Pilgern” usually refers to a
religiously oriented, spiritual and self-contemplative longer journey to a
holy place usually involving one person or only small groups and is
attributed to the Roman Catholic faith. “Wallfahrt” refers to a more
commercially oriented shorter journey to a holy place in groups with a
sightseeing aspect and is attributed to all faiths, but other than Roman
Catholicism in many cases. For the purpose of this translation, both
German terms will be included under the umbrella English term
“pilgrimage” and all derivatives.) According to legend, the “Holy Robe” is
one of Jesus’s garments that the Roman soldiers distributed among
themselves after the crucifixion by drawing lots (John 19:23–24). According
to popular tradition, Helena, the mother of Roman Emperor Constantine
the Great (*between 270 and 288; † 337), is supposed to have brought the
garment to Germany from the sacred land.
Since the ascription of the mortal remains found in a grave in Santiago de
Compostela in Portugal in 818 to James the Apostle, the former small town
has become an international pilgrimage centre. Most pilgrims cover the
distance of 800 km from the Spanish-French border to Santiago in Northern
Portugal on foot. The destination of the approximately 270,000 pilgrims
annually is a shrine in which the alleged bones of the apostle are preserved.

=
=
=
*Dr. Sönke Lorberg-Fehring is senior lecturer at Academy of Mission at the University
25
Reformation und Islam, Ein Impulspapier der Konferenz für Islamfragen der EKD, Hannover
Mai 2016; https://www.ekd.de/download/reformation_und_islam.pdf See: Die Reformation
und die Juden. Eine Orientierung, Erstellt im Auftrag des wissenschaftlichen Beirates für das
Reformationsjubiläum 2017, Hannover 2016; in: https://www.ekd.de/themen/
luther2017/luther_und_die_juden.html;
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of Hamburg. (We thank for translation pro-diction GmbH - translation services and
Christa and Peter Becker all three from Baden-Baden, Germany)
The Editor and the NCC Review Team is grateful to Rev. Markus Lesinski for having
sourced this article signifying the 500 years of Reformation Celebrations.
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During the main season of the traditional pilgrimage to Adam’s Peak,
thousands of people climb up 5,000 steps on the Sri Pada in Sri Lanka
between the full moon nights in December to April/May, in order to gather
at a depression in the rock to prey. Christians see the footprint of the Thomas
the Apostle in the stone trough, Buddhists that of Buddha, Hindus that of the
God Shiva and Muslims that of the first human being, Adam.
In the Judeo-Christian context, such examples of established religious
practice, in which a specific route is covered on the way to a destination of
religio-historical significance, date back to biblical traditions. The
programmatic announcement to this end can be found in the so-called
Pilgrim Psalms (Ps 120-134): “I was glad when they said to me: ‘Let us go to
the house of the LORD’” (Ps 122:1).1
During the Babylonian exile of the Israelites (597 to 539 BC) the ban on
pilgrimages to the temple in Jerusalem led to the formation of the so-called
Zion theology: Jerusalem becomes a symbol of the yearning for the
scattered Israel, God himself the leader of the pilgrims and, at the same
time, their actual destination (Isaiah 40:9-11). This theological concept has a
specific expression in the image of the so-called “Völkerwallfahrt” (nations
making pilgrimages): Were all nations to go to Jerusalem, to receive God’s
teaching there, the world would be able to live in peace (Isaiah 2:1-5; par.
Micah 4:1-5).
The Jewish practice of making pilgrimages to the Temple of Jerusalem and
the Old Testament motif of nations making pilgrimages can also be found in
the preaching of Jesus and the writings of the New Testament: Jesus is
presented in the gospels as a Jewish pilgrim, who goes to Jerusalem for the
Passover and the Feast of Tabernacles(Mark 11:1-11), at the same time he
promises all those who trustingly believe, as does the officer from
1
In addition to the psalter, the Hebrew Bible also contains references to pilgrimages, primarily
in the festival calendars Exodus 23:14-17, Exodus 34:23 and Deuteronomy 16:1-17. In addition,
the verses of the prophets and the body of history also include individual reports of pilgrimages
to Bethel (Judges 20:18; 1 Samuel 10:3), Gilgal and Beersheba (Amos 5:4), Silo (Judges 21:19; 1
Samuel 1:3 et sqq.), Horeb (11 Kings 19:8) and repeatedly to Jerusalem (1 Kings 12:27 et seq.; 2
Chr 30:1). The Greek Bible additionally provides a reference to the mountains near Sychar in
Samaria as the destination of religious motivated hikes (John 4:5 and 22 et sqq.). From the 6th
century BC onwards, in the context of Deuteronomistic theology, which declared Jerusalem to
be the only legitimate place of cult, a fierce squabble broke out regarding the proper place of
worship; cf. the setting up of images of calves in Bethel and Dan by Jerobeam (1 Kings 12:28 et
sqq.) and the Deuteronomistic criticism of the cult practice “on the heights” (1 Kings 22:44).
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Capernaum, that they “will sit at table with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the
Kingdom of Heaven,” (Matthew 8:1).
The Old Testament culture of travelling to religiously prominent places and
the New Testament motif of ‘being underway’ to the actual goal of faith led
to the emergence of an own pilgrimage culture in early Christianity. In
addition to the pilgrimage as a testimony of faith, in the Christian context
pilgrimages are primarily important as acts of repentance and vows of
thanksgiving. As the paths to the places of pilgrimage in the Christendom
rapidly spreading over long distances in Europe, Africa and Asia were often
remote, as well as difficult and dangerous to tackle, it was not uncommon
for them to be existential in character. Thus, extensive preparations for their
financing were important. Property was often sold, a will drawn up, and
provisions made in case of no return.
An especially violent mediaeval form of the practice of pilgrimaging of
politico-strategic importance began with the so-called crusades in 1095.
European Christian orders of knights and representatives of ruling dynasties
began taking the pivotal biblical places in the Holy Land by force. Following
on from initial successes, such attempts ended with the Islamic conquest of
Jerusalem by Sultan Saladin 1187.2 During the ensuing period, new, more
accessible places of worship emerged in Europe. These included burial
places of people who assume important functions in Christian legends or
tangible events (so-called‘saints’). However, reliquaries, where supposed
items from the life of Jesus or bodily parts of martyrs were displayed, were
also increasingly becoming destinations of pilgrimages. A special role was
and still is accorded to the supposed graves of Peter and Paul the Apostles in
Rome, of James the Apostle in Santiago de Compostelaor of Thomas the
Apostle in Chennai.
However, as long as pilgrimages have existed, they have also been criticised.
Representatives of the so-called early church cited three main arguments
against them: 1. God is present in the community. He need not be sought
elsewhere. He can be worshipped in prayer and plea anywhere.
(Chrysostom); 2. God is never far from human beings. He can be found by
2

By 1270, another four crusades had set out from Europe to the Middle East. Emperor Frederic
IIwas the only one to secure parts of Jerusalem for a while in a peace treaty with the Egyptian
Sultan Sultan al-Kamil in 1229. Upon expiration of the treaty, the Christian rule of
Jerusalemfinally ended in 1244.
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them everywhere where human beings are themselves. (Augustine); 3. God
can only be recognised in faith and not visibly. No goal needs to be achieved
to be able to be close to God. (Hieronymus)
In the course of his criticism of the deficits in the western church in the 16th
century, Martin Luther also turned against the pilgrimage movement of his
time. Luther’s criticism was so severe that this practical experienced
spirituality in the Protestant church was almost completely abandoned as a
result: “At most Protestant Christians embarked on study, educational or
communal trips. But pilgrimages? That was frowned upon for a long time
among Protestants.”3 It even constituted an offence in Norway from 1537
to 1953.4 However, this changed quite some time ago. At the very latest
since Hape Kerkeling’s book relating his experiences on his own pilgrimage:
“Ich bin dann mal weg. Meine Reise auf dem Jakobsweg”(I’m off then. My
journey on the Way of St. James) published in 2008, it has been legitimate to
speak of a Protestant pilgrim revival.5
In view of the growing enthusiasm for pilgrim’s paths in the Protestant area,
the question of how this new enthusiasm can be aligned with Martin
Luther’s criticism is increasingly gaining in importance. At the same time, the
answer to this question offers the opportunity of discovering new chances of
a Lutheran-oriented, living spirituality in relation to the making of
pilgrimages.
The question of Martin Luther’s role in a rediscovery of living spirituality
must indubitably begin with Luther’s own ambivalent attitude towards the
making of pilgrimages: On the one hand, he rejects the pilgrimages in his day
over 250 times in his work and, on St. James Day in 1522, calls them “the
3

Protestant pilgrimages. Why on earth do "Protestant" pilgrimages exist?, quotedhere from:
www.pilgern-bayern.de/pilgern-evangelisch (retrieved on 9.9.17)
4
Cf. Christian Schüle: Demut und Rentierschulter. Auf dem norwegischen Pilgerpfad des
heiligen Olav wandert man von Hof zu Hof – und der Einsamkeit entgegen (Humility and
reindeer shoulder. On the Norwegianpilgrim’s path of Saint Olaf one wanders from farm to farm
– and to embrace loneliness),in: Die Zeit, edition no. 38/2010, quoted here from:
www.zeit.de/2010/38/Norwegen-Pilgern(retrieved on 1.9.2017), 1.
5

Cf. Peter Böttner: Pfarrer Gertz auf dem Jakobsweg.(Father Gerzt on the Way of St. James), in:
NGZ. online, quoted here from:www.rp-online.de/nrw/staedte/rhein-kreis/pfarrer-gertz-aufdem-jakobsweg-aid-1.182306(retrieved on 1.9.2017).
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works of fools”,6 on the other hand, he himself toys with the idea of making
his own pilgrimage to Jerusalem.7 This ambiguity is explained by the
objective of his criticism: No one should simply leave everything behind to
set off on a dangerous journey from which the return is uncertain; instead
every pilgrim needs a rational reason for his path and the consent of the
local pastor or local authorities.8 Luther is thus less concerned with a
fundamental criticism of a specific form of piety, and instead with a tangible,
in his opinion false, practice and the underlying theology.
Luther’s critical view of the practice of Pilgern is essentially fed by his
personal experiences during his journey to Rome at the behest of his
Augustinian Order in 1510. In retrospect, he criticises his stay there in that
he had run from one church to another like an insane saint, had believed
everything he saw and heard and it had downright upset him that his
parents were still alive because he would really have liked to redeem them
from purgatory by his divine services.9 This approach of wanting to force
God into doing something by providing own services – in this case for
redemption from purgatory – seems to him to be the greatest profanity of
all after his reformatory discovery. For this reason, all his life there was never
6

Cf. Martin Luther: [Sermon] Am tage des Jacobi des Apostels Euangelion (On the day of James
the Apostle gospel), Matthew 20 [1522], WA 17/II, 465. Pilgrimswere rejected similarly
radicallyin the Upper German reformation: Zwingli calls them “närrisch”(foolish) und
“antichristlich”(anti-Christian) and determined that God is wherever he is called and not more
gracious at one place than at another (Huldreich Zwingli: Auslegen und Gründe der
Schlussreden(Interpretation of and reasons behind the closing addresses) [1523], in: Ders.:
Sämtliche Werke 2 (Complete Works 2), Leipzig 1908, 248, quoted here from:
www.irg.uzh.ch/static/zwingli-werke/index.php?n=Werk.20#a248 (retrieved on 2.10.17)); for
Calvin it is a “selbstersonnener Gottesdienst” (self-contrived divine service), the solemn
promise of which is “filled” with “offenkundiger Gottlosigkeit” (obvious ungodliness)
(Johannes Calvin: Unterricht in der christlichen Religion (Institutes of the Christian
Religion/Institutio Christianae religionis [1559]), Neukirchen 1955, Volume IV: 13,7, 865),
quoted from: www.calvin-institutio.de/display_page.php?elementId=50 (retrieved on
2.10.17).
7
Cf. Martin Luther: Widmungsvorrede zur Auslegung des 117. Psalms an Hans von Sternberg
(Letter of preface for the interpretation of the 117th psalm to Hans von Sternberg) (1522), WA
31, 225 et seq.
8

Cf. Martin Luther: An den christlichen Adel deutscher Nation von des christlichen Standes
Besserung (To the Christian nobility of the German nation concerning the improvement of the
Christian state) (1520), WA 6, 437.
9

Luther: Widmungsvorrede (Letter of preface), 225 et seq.
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any question of him conceding that point or even reducing the harshness of
his criticism.10
Luther’s main criticism thus applies less to the making of pilgrimages per se,
and more to the possibly related notion that one could put God in a gracious
mood by one’s own service. He contrasts that with his new Protestant basic
conviction that faith alone is the road to salvation and good works should
thus never be the cause but instead the result of faith. In addition to this
theological criticism, he also cites other practical points of criticism: Firstly,
he refers to the fact that there are no biblical scriptures or commandments
that could be used to justify pilgrimages; secondly, he points out that the
financial costs of a pilgrimages should be better spent on needy fellow
human beings; and, thirdly, he warns the earnestness with which many
pilgrims are under way would promote misguided trust.11
The harshness of Luther’s criticism beyond the theological rejection – as is
very evident in a later judgment of his journey to Rome – is also attributable
to personal reasons: On the one hand he identifies the making of
pilgrimaging as dangerous works righteousness, to which he also adhered
upon his entry into the monastery and still eagerly advocated as a monk; on
the other hand even after his reformatory discovery he is repeatedly
exposed to challenges and sees himself all his life as being in danger of falling
back on rash– but non-Protestant – comforting promises.12 This personal
bias may serve to explain why Luther is not content with objectively
juxtaposing his new understanding of the righteousness of God against the
danger of misconceived practice of pilgrimaging. Instead, he occasionally
employs such strong polemic that it almost seems as if his essential concern
is more the fundamental question of the illusion of a pious life than the
intentions of his actual audience.13
10
Cf. Martin Luther: Die Schmalkaldischen Artikel (The Schmalkaldic Articles) (The (1537),
in:Bekenntnisschriften der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche (Confessional writings of the
Lutheran Protestant Church), Göttingen 1930, 405-468, quoted here from:
www.reformatio.de/pdf/SCHMAL1.PDF, Artikel II/2 (retrieved on 4.9.17), 5.
11

Cf. Vera Christina Pabst: „...quia non habeo aptiora exempla.”Eine Analyse von Martin Luthers
Auseinandersetzung mit dem Mönchtum in seinen Predigten des ersten Jahres nach seiner
Rückkehr von der Wartburg (An analysis of Martin Luther’s examination of monasticism in his
sermons in the first year after his return from Wartburg) 1522/1523, Hamburg, 2005, quoted
here from: ediss.sub.uni-hamburg.de/volltexte/2005/2563/pdf/ Dissertation.pdf(retrieved on
1.9.2017), 199.
12

13

Cf. Luther: Widmungsvorrede (Letter of preface), 227.
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Luther repeatedly refers to uncertain legends, which emerge around the
alleged graves of the apostles and saints. This also forms the underlying
basis to his now famous statement that we really don’t know whether the
bones in Santiago de Compostela are really those of James and not of a dead
dog or horse.14 The close connection between pilgrims and the veneration
of saints, as well as the related notion that saints could intercede with God
on behalf of the faithful, are thus the main focus of Luther’s criticism. The
most serious problem for him was the trust that people placed in the
destination of their pilgrimage– in the case of Santiago thus the person of
James the Apostle – instead of in God alone. Consequently, he rejects any
participation in the pilgrimages on the Way of St. James, as their motivation
is contrary to true faith in his opinion.
Luther turns against any “display of ostentatious piety”, the highlights of
which he sees not just in the systems of indulgence, but also in the
professional practice of pilgrimaging and in the mediaeval practice of
imposing pilgrimages as acts of reparation on condemned criminals.15 As
Luther is concerned with the rejection of all types of works righteousness,
he bans such works based more on appearance than on substance with
scathing criticism. He juxtaposes them against his pivotal conviction of
justification bestowed by grace alone and its appropriation in faith: Instead
of seeking the unusual, Christians should prove themselves in everyday life.
Instead of seeking the experience of faith in strange places, they should
read the bible and attend church services. Instead of dreaming of the
Promised Land at a self-conceived place on the map, they should see the
Kingdom of God emerge in individual faith and the assumption of collective
responsibility for society.
Also following the same line is Luther’s rejection of spectacular matters of
faith and his warning against elevating any personal practice of devotion
above responsibility for the community. Instead of being interested in
exotic pledges of faith, he urges his fellow human beings to actively assist in
organising a social structure that is helpful to all with corresponding
practice of faith. He even goes one step further, in that he explains that
every Christian should “always be suspicious of his own devotion” and, in
14

Cf. Luther: Predigt am Jacobstage (Sermon on St. James Day), 235 et seq.

15

Cf. Andreas Reithofer: Pilgertourismus an der Via Sacra: Eine Chance für die gesamte Region?
(Pilgrimage tourism on the Sacred Road: A chance for the entire region?) Hamburg 2009, 25.

Cf. Papst: Mönchtum (Monasticism), 200.
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fact, “then most of all when he takes most pleasure in it…, because we know
that the devil is then most to be feared and avoided when he transforms into
an angel of light.”16
Luther is explicitly not concerned with a rejection of sensual experiences.
Otherwise, he could well have joined in the criticism of the radical
Wittenberger reformers led by Andreas Karlstadt and demand the removal
of all paintings from the churches. He is much more concerned with issuing a
warning against the danger of any outward action winning the upper hand
over the real crux of faith– the unconditional trust in God. In Luther’s eyes
outward actions should not be allowed to develop any life of their own or
become self-purposes, instead they must always be in the service of inner
conviction. Thus, instead of allowing oneself to be distracted by pilgrimages,
he advocates a new attitude of faith in which one cannot “become close to
God by outward means”, and instead only with “the practices of love”, which
allow one to run “to God alone”.17
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responsibilities. His goal is a new social fabric in church and state, based on
faith in God and mutual responsibility. Thus, instead of reinforcing the
faithful in false illusions and the misunderstanding of divine
commandments, they should be guided in serving and helping their fellow
human beings.19
This requirement has the potential, on the one hand, of taking Luther’s
criticism of a too severely displayed externalised spirituality seriously and,
on the other hand, of seeking to find if and how such reservations allow new
forms of Protestant piety. To this end, the four central aspects of Luther’s
spirituality, the four so-called solas, need to be recalled. For, there is a
justified hope of discovering a potential therein that such solas allow new
forms of the personal and individual “being on the way with God” from a
Protestant perspective.20
1.

solus christus (in Christ alone): Instead of seeking intercession by
the saints and thus abandoning one’s own immediacy to God,
concentration on Christ alone should be intensified. We need no
mediation between ourselves and God, as he entered the world
and became a part of it in Jesus Christ himself. This incarnation
shows that nothing worldly is foreign to God: he enters our world –
without falling apart. This surplus in significance enables a spiritual
contemplation of the world, which can lead to the activation of
sensual experience: Nature, one’s own body and its rootedness in
the community can be perceived in their relationship to God’s
saving work in Christ, without themselves or the act of perception
needing to become an experience of God. Instead they can evoke
gratitude and joy over the things that are related to God and
helpfully surround us. That which is otherwise frequently in
danger of being taken for granted, can thus be sensually
experienced as well as being spiritually experienced in a new way.

2.

sola scriptura (by scripture alone): Instead of adhering to cults of
relics and saints and basing one’s own faith on legends and

Another of Luther’s criticisms refers to his fear that a too severe externalism
of faith could not only distract from the sacraments and the personal
practice of piety, but also from a responsible realisation of faith in everyday
life. Instead of dedicating oneself to everyday affairs and proving oneself in
profession, family and society, he feels that pilgrims are running the risk of
fleeing their everyday life. However, in his opinion, precisely Christians are
not reliant on the special and scintillating things of the life of faith. Their
faith should prove itself in everyday worries and devotion to their fellow
human beings. That’s where Christ is to be found according to Luther, and
not in one’s own works.18
On the contrary, instead of using pilgrimages as a means of fleeing the
responsibilities of everyday life, Luther wants to re-appreciate these
16
Geist aus Luther's Schriften: oder Concordanz der Ansichten und Urtheile des grossen
Reformators über die wichtigsten Gegenstände des Glaubens, der Wissenschaft und des
Lebens (Spirit of Luther’s writings: or concordance of the views and judgments of the great
reformer on the most important objects of faith, of science and of life), published byF.W. Lomler,
inter alia., Volume 4, Darmstadt 1831,quoted here from:
books.google.de/books?id=T4RPAAAAYAAJ&printsec=frontcover&hl=de#v=onepage&q&f=fal
se (retrieved on 4.10.2017), 9731, 657.
17

Loc.cit. 9730, 657.

18

Cf. Luther: Schmalkaldische Artikel (Schmalkaldic Articles), Article II/2, Page 5.
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Cf. Luther: An den christlichen Adel (To the Christian nobility), 437.

20
Im Anschluss an Detlef Lienau: Luthers Wallfahrtskritik als Wegweiser für heutiges Pilgern.
Lutherisch Pilgern (Subsequent to Detlef Lienau: Luther’s Wallfahrt criticism as guide to
present-day pilgrims. Lutheran pilgrims), in: Deutsches Pfarrerblatt - Issue: 6/2015, quoted
here from:www.pfarrerverband.de/pfarrerblatt/index.php?a=show&id=3837(retrieved on
1.9.2017).
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traditions instead of on the bible, the word of God alone should be
sought. However, in order to ensure that God’s word can really be
heard, distance to the private and familiar may possibly be needed.
New awareness of the bible may not only be able to be created by
in-depth study of the bible, but possibly also by perceiving the bible
in other circumstances and contexts. It’s a matter of making God
audible against the loud noises of human interests, wishes and
yearnings.
3.

sola gratia (by grace alone): Instead of attempting to acquire
merits with God by means of pilgrim’s paths, the trust in God’s
grace is all that should count. Luther juxtaposes the trust in God’s
grace against the attempts of self-justification by supposed good
works. It’s thus a matter of discarding a demanding attitude vis-àvis God in exchange for a welcoming attitude. The danger of selfmade experience should be exchanged for an attitude of trust in
one’s own existence, in which we accept ourselves anew and are
able to experience our existence in the world as a gift. By seeking
new forms, areas and places for the onset of the unexpected and of
the constructive irritation, we are not encouraging the faithful to
search for what really counts, and are instead encouraging them to
allow themselves to be found by He who really holds us through life
and death.

4.

sola fide (by faith alone): Instead of orientating oneself towards
outward appearances, the individual dedication to the belief in
faith is all that counts before God. Every outward action may and
can only be a means to an end, in order to refer to that which is
most important – and that is Christ alone. This view is in contrast to
any sanctification of places and activities. Luther’s warning against
the search for the spectacular is in contrast to any experience
orientation that is geared solely towards consumption – even the
consumption of church services –without being oriented towards
any change in day-to-day life. Experience alone does not suffice –
the issue at stake is the interpretation in the horizon of the
Christian faith and the existential-personal adoption of this
interpretation – for the good of one’s neighbours and for the glory
of God.
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The Economic situation of Geneva as a background
to Calvin's decree to use Usury
- Philip Vinod Peacock*
Introduction
In the year of the 500th anniversary of the reformation it is perhaps
incumbent on us once again that we ask the question, what was 16th
Century thinking on money? The question should not hit us like a bolt out of
the blue but is an important one for us to consider. One of the main reasons
for this was that economic changes in the 16th century has laid the
foundation for our present condition today for it was then that capitalism
had its early beginnings. The question has special relevance for us as
theologians in the 21st century also. This is for two reasons, firstly the
movements in the 16th century has laid the foundation for our society
today as has already been pointed out and to effectively reflect on the
meaning of God for our times we must understand our times in a historical
way. But secondly and more importantly the question is important to us
because of the connections made by several people about the nature of the
connections between religion and economic systems in the 16th century.
Speaking about 19th century Europe Charles Dickens begins his book “The
Tale of Two Cities” with the famous lines. “It was the best of times, it was the
worst of times”1, a phrase which in many senses could also be applied to the
16th century. This connection between the sixteenth century and the
nineteenth century is not just a random one but one which many scholars
have noted. R.H. Tawney for example, in his famous book, “Religion and the
Rise of Capitalism”, when speaking of the 16th century says “Like the 19th
century, it saw a swift increase in wealth and an impressive expansion of
trade, a financial power on a scale unknown before, the rise amid fierce
social convulsions, of new classes and the depression of old the triumph of a
new culture and system of ideas amid struggles were not less bitter.”2
Tawney goes on to add that it was also an age of “Social dislocation”.3
*Rev. Philip Vinod Peacock is an ordained priest of the Church of North India,
previously taught at the Bishops College, Kolkata. He is the Executive Secretary
Designate for Justice and Witness of the World Council of Reformed Churches.
1

Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities, (Oxford: OUP, 1988) p.1.

2

R.H. Tawney, Religion and the Rise of Capitalism, (Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1922), p.79.
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Clearly the 16th century was an age caught in transition; the old feudal ties
were breaking down while new ones were being built up. It was an age,
which was moving from a feudal mode of production to a capitalistic mode
of production to use Marxist terminology. In fact Marx himself believed that
the age of capitalism began in the 16th century.4
This tumultuous period was not only to be found in the realm of economics
and politics, as it simply could not but also in the realm of ideas. Of course,
we speak of the reformation that took place in the 16th century. At the
outset itself it should be pointed out that it would be wrong to see those
changes at the economic, socio-political and the ideological levels as
disconnected. They are connected and were even more so in the 16th
century than today. Of course, the entire nature of the connection,
particularly between the reformation and the rise of capitalism has been the
topic of considerable debate. Was the reformation merely an ideological
reflection of changes in the material base, as some Marxists would propose
(or naive Marxists as Weber would suggest)? Or did the ‘protestant Ethic’
nurture the ‘Spirit of Capitalism’. Rather than take sides in this voluminous
debate let us content ourselves with the basic assumption which both sides
take. That is that there is a connection between the changes in the socioeconomic life and the changes in the religious life.
In fact this connection between economic life and religious life was not only
a retrospective reflection upon that period but also very much a topic of
debate within that time.
The issue of the permissibility usury in the period around the reformation
was given a lot of attention to by both Protestant and Catholic theologians
alike. Luther for one vehemently opposed it and it was one big bone of
contention between him and Eck. Speaking about the banks and especially
the Fuggers, Luther is known to have said while raining against the
accusation that he knew nothing about economics that one should put “a
bit in the mouth of the Fuggers”5. The Fuggers it should be mentioned had
engaged Luthers rival Eck to defend for a subsidy all the clauses that made
usury possible according to medieval and Thomistic law. Eck himself drew up
a series of thesis in 1514 that justified the rate of five percent interest.
4

Karl Marx, Capital, Vol.I, (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1954), p.669.

5

LW 44 p213
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Luther definitely did have it in against the bankers and the takers of usury
and sees it as not only an infringement of the seventh commandment “You
shall not steal” but also as an infringement of the first “You shall have no
other Gods besides me”. Calvin on the other hand takes an entirely
different position; he says, “there is no scriptural passage that totally bans
all usury”6. Again in his commentary on Exodus chapter 22:25 while
admitting that usury to the poor man is forbidden he says “and if we have to
do it with the rich …usury is freely permitted”. While it must be admitted
that Calvin did believe that the entire question of usury should be governed
by a strong system of social ethics and that the whole question of limits7
was important to him, the fact remains that these were bold statements to
make. The question that this article attempts to ask is what made Calvin
take this position.
It is no doubt of course that some answers can be found in the fact that
Calvin had a more urban middle class upbringing than Luther did. Luther
having come from a family of peasants, though his father was a miner, was
probably more inclined towards a land-based economy than Calvin was.
However it is this articles belief that the answer is not to be found so much in
Calvin’s personal biography as in a pastoral response to the specific
situation of Geneva. It is with this in mind that we turn our attention to the
city of Geneva.
II
By comparison with the other cities of 16th century Europe it can honestly
be stated that Geneva was not one of the most important. While it is true
that the city because of Calvin and the work that he did there, did achieve a
certain theological prominence and later on came to be a major centre for
religion culture and finance, the fact remains that in the 16th century and
particularly in the first three quarters of the 16th century this still remained
a distant hope.
In the 16th century itself Geneva could not compare with the size of some of
the Italian or South German cities or even with Lyons that lay further down
stream the Rhone. Neither could Geneva be compared with Antwerp that
could probably be referred to as the commercial epicentre of the 16th
century Europe. In fact the commercial eminence that Geneva had received
6

John Calvin On Usury trans. Mary Beaty and Benjamin W. Farley.

7

The whole question of Calvin and Limits is important and we shall make mention of it again.
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in the preceding century was lost due to the fact that the fairs which were
begun in Lyons during the same time.
However having pointed out that Geneva was probably not the most
important of 16th century Europe it must be admitted that it was the biggest
of the region. William Monter makes the point that “unless he was going to
Lyons, a sixteenth century Genevan had to travel at least four days to reach
another city as large as his own”8. Yet size does not always matter, for as we
shall see Geneva though larger than her neighbour Berne, was politically
dependent on Berne.
Historically Geneva was governed by a unique tripartite system. This
consisted of the Bishop, a Vidomne who was the assistant of the Bishop and
Geneva’s highest secular authority, and lastly the citizens of Geneva. In 1290
the Duke of Savoy got papal approval to nominate the Vidomne and hence
the duke gained control over Geneva above the Emperor and its citizens.
By the middle of the 15th century however the citizens of Geneva began to
seek greater amounts of power and they formed two councils. The petit
counseil that handled additional administrative responsibilities and the
Counseil de Soixante, which dealt with the city’s diplomatic relations with
other cities. Simultaneous to the rise of the citizen’s power also was the
decline of the power of the Bishop. By the end of the 15th century the
selection of the Bishop became the prerogative of the Duke of Savoy whose
power only seemed to be increasing. In an attempt to contain the Duke the
two councils began to amass more and more authority, they did this by
starting competing courts in which some petty civil cases were heard and by
taking over some civil care functions.
The tensions between the citizens of Geneva and the Duke Savoy reached
such a peak that in 1519 there was revolt against the Duke. The revolt was
quickly squashed but republican aspirations grew only stronger. They finally
over boiled in 1526 when with the aid of Fribourg and Berne Geneva became
a republic city. However this did not mean that political conflicts against
Savoy had come to an end, in 1536 when Calvin came to the city conflict with
Savoy still continued to be the primary concern.
8

William Monter Calvin’s Geneva (London: John Wiley and sons, 1967) p.2
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Having looked at the formation of Geneva as an independent city-state let
us turn our attention to its economic life. Our primary concern since we are
dealing with the concept of Calvin and usury.
Economically Geneva greatest advantage was its geographic positioning.
Geneva stood at the meeting point of three geographically varied regions.
Of the most important of these was the extremely fertile Swiss plateau, the
Western approach of which was guarded by Geneva. The Swiss plateau
produced grain and wine that was used in and passed through Geneva. The
second region was the alpine region of Valais, Pietmont and upper Savoy,
which enjoyed commerce with Geneva. However these areas were
extremely poor and they could only supply Geneva with wood, cheese and
cattle. However salt, spices and other exotic products of Italy and the East
passed to these areas through Geneva. The last region was the Jura who
looked to Geneva as the natural outlet.
Considering the surrounding regions it becomes clear to us that Genevans
and its surroundings could not supply the world with any goods of
significance. The surrounding countryside was able to supply to Geneva the
daily necessities of life while the trade in this was sufficient to enable the
Genevans and their neighbours to etch out a reasonable living.
While Geneva was not known for its manufacture or industry, throughout
the entire the 15th century it was famous for the trade fairs which were held
there. Sponsored by the Duke of Savoy these fairs were held four times a
year for twelve days each. The success of these fairs Geneva owed largely to
its geographic setting as “distinctive crossroads”9 to use the words of Innes.
It was due to these fairs and not because of any of her own income or
produce did Geneva receive any economic prosperity. In fact by the middle
of the 15th century all the major banking houses of Europe had their
representatives in Geneva, the Fuggers, the Merdici, and of course the
Lombards. The Lombards were the first in Geneva and their presence there
becomes particularly important to us, as they were the first to be allowed to
use usury.
However the situation of economic prosperity created by the fairs did not
last long. The French kings in an attempt to stimulate their own economy
9
Wm Innes Social Concern in Calvin’s Geneva (Pennsylvania: Pickwick Publications, 1983)
p.172
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which had been racked by the hundred-year war started their own fair in
Lyons. The process began with Charles VII who first conferred special trading
privileges on Lyons in the decade between 1450 and1460. Two years later
Louis XI finalised the process by forbidding his subjects and the Fuggers to
attend the fairs in Geneva. Besides this the dates of the fairs in Lyons was set
to exactly coincide with those in Geneva.
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the economic situation of Geneva in the time of the reformation? Most
authors would conclude that at least up to the last two decades of the 16th
century there was no real economic growth either. In fact there are a
number of factors, which contributed to this. In the following section we
shall see what these are.

The impact on Genevan economy was all but devastating within 15 years all
the banking houses had departed to Lyons, thus leaving Geneva rather poor
in the bargain. However the state of Geneva’s economic health could not just
be blamed on the loss of the trade fairs to Lyons. Several other factors also
contributed to this.

The first of these of course was the plague, which affected Geneva in the
16th century. Although the plague in the 14th century had been far mare
severe where 5000 people in Geneva had perished, the plague of the 16th
century had its own psychological impact. It struck for the first time in the
16th century in the autumn of 1542 but this was only an intermittent attack.
It struck again in the spring of 1543, but again this was not severe, Monter
points out that records show us that this time two out of every three people
who caught the plague survived. The final strike was in 1545; Monter
himself tends to gloss over the effects of the plague by saying that the
effects of the plague by saying that the effect was a mild grain shortage and
reluctance on the part of officials including pastors.

The first of these factors was of course the general economic situation,
which prevailed all over Europe during this time. The plague had wiped out
up to a third of the population, the amount of land under cultivation actually
decreased after 1350and there was an enormous price rise which affected
the entire area. It could be said that after the huge economic success of the
13th century the period after this saw a huge economic recession, which
lasted until the 16th century. The economic life of Geneva was also largely
affected by the politics at this time. The war of Burgundy against the Swiss
League not only resulted in the fact that the German speaking Swiss held
Geneva at a ransom of 28’000 ecus in 1475 but also that new international
boundaries meant that trade from and to Burgundy now followed a different
route avoiding Geneva. Innes also makes the point that the discovery of New
World silver and the cape route to India also changed trade and
transportation patterns all over the European continent. These delivered
the final blow to the international commercial life of Geneva”10. Innes
statement while being seemingly final gives some insight to Geneva’s
economic health in the period just preceding the reformation.

To aid in the situation Monter goes on to speak about the massive witchhunt that took place after to seek out alleged plague spreaders. He tells us
that a total of forty people were killed in this hunt. Innes however is far more
graphic about the effect of the plague on Geneva he says “If Geneva fared
no better against the plague than any other European city neither did its
denizens escape panic and debauchery when the fearless and hapless
population confronted this cataclysm they could neither fight nor
comprehend. The fleur de dieu surely took its toll on the psyche of
Geneva.”11 He goes on to explain how foreigners and mendicants were not
allowed into the city and how healthy mendicants were made to leave. Also
during this time collections were taken to fund the city hospital and other
services. But it is Naphy who gives the most Graphic account of the plague
including how many prominent citizens who perished because of it. He
concludes his discussion of the plague by saying “the result was that by 1546
the electorate and the political leadership of Geneva had changed
substantially, not as the result of any spectacular crisis, but through natural
wastage and epidemic disease”12.

The picture that we have drawn of Geneva in the 14th and 15th centuries
was one of prosperity that declined to one of relative poverty. But what was

11

It was only natural that the fairs in Geneva began to flag in popularity as well
as in prosperity. The decline was only aided by Lyons superior geographic
location in relation to Geneva, that is to say its proximity to the French and
Italian countrysides and navigable rivers.

10

Ibid p.72
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William Naphy Calvin and the Consolidation of the Genevan Reformation (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1994) p.92.
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A change in the demographic figures of a city combined with the panic
brought in by the plague was bound to have its economic impact also.
The second factor that we must consider while looking at the economic
situation of Geneva in the 16th century is the threat of war that she faced.
Ever since the liberation from Savoy, not only did Geneva face a threat from
Savoy but Geneva also had a very disturbed political history with Berne.
Apart from this, Genevas very position on the crossroads of Europe so to
speak, with both France and Switzerland competing to keep Geneva away
from the direct control of the other, placed Geneva in a very vulnerable
position. Naphy tells us that Geneva was “trapped between the proverbial
‘rock and hard place’13.” Geneva’s vulnerable position geographically also
meant that she feared danger from some passing army who might turn aside
and plunder the city.
To counter this military threat Geneva in 1531 destroyed the suburbs
surrounding the city, thus making the city easier to defend. The result of this
was twofold firstly it greatly increased the population of Geneva, Naphy
estimates that the population increased by 1300 people14. Taking into
account that the population of Geneva stood at around 10,000 people,
(Monter gives us a more accurate figure of 13,000 in 156015) this means that
the population within the walls of the city increased by about a tenth. This
was obviously a strain on the city’s resources. A strain, which would become
stronger in the years to come because of the refugee crisis.
The second effect of destroying the suburbs was that not only did it leave
Geneva full of refugees from the suburbs but also that many members from
its former ruling class lost much of its wealth.
But destroying its suburbs was not the only step that Geneva took to protect
itself. It also invested in a huge military, money for which was received in the
form of loans from Basle. Naphy accounts how in the period from 1542-46
Geneva had borrowed around 60,000ff. Taking into account that in 1544
Geneva’s income was less than 30,000ff one can imagine the cash crisis that
Geneva faced.16
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Besides this Geneva was also heavily in debt to Berne before 1540, Geneva
had borrowed over 20,000ff from Berne and Basle. To maintain good
relationships with Berne also Geneva had to pay embassies to them. Naphy
accounts how between 1537 and 1539 Geneva had to pay 10,000ff to Berne
and that the dispute between them and France would cost 3,600ff in 1544.17
Therefore we see how Geneva’s political situation had reduced her to
considerable poverty and debt.
The last factor that effected Geneva’s economic situation was its huge
refugee crisis. This was not a small matter because at the height of the
refugee crisis the population of Geneva had risen to well above 17,000.
Essentially two kinds of people made up the refugees, those rich French
people who had converted to Protestantism and were seeking religious
refuge and hordes of poor people.
While the city did make money out of the rich French refugees by selling
them bourgeoisie rights, the influx of the poorer refugees meant a greater
strain on the city’s resources. In fact there were times particularly during
the plague when these people were turned away or thrown out of the city.
Yet Geneva was not always this cruel and had an on going programme to
care for these people. The result of this however was that the city ended up
spending more money.
It was not as though the rich French refugees were not a problem either, as
Naphy points out it was the source of an endless political struggle within the
city.
Having seen the external factors that influenced Geneva’s economy let us
turn our attention to how Geneva actually made her money. The first point
to be made is that Genevas economy was largely semi-rural. Although
Geneva has often been called ‘a city without a country’, nearly every
Genevan also owned some rural property outside the walls of the city
where grain was grown and wine was prepared. All the necessities of the life
of the city were produced in the surrounding countryside, this included
bread wine and dairy products. Sufficient evidence shows that some
animals were kept within the city because the city had to legislate against
keeping pigs and goats in the city even after 1536.
17
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Apart from this a sizeable amount of commercial activity of Geneva was also
directed towards the peasantry in the countryside. Shrewd traders made a
cash loan towards these peasants that was repaid in grain or wine after the
harvest. Other traders like Ami Perrin’s father for example travelled around
the neighbourhood selling their wares. Apparently there were a significantly
large number of such traders because after 1546 in Calvin’s Geneva four fairs
a year were held for them.
In fact it would not be wrong to say that Geneva herself drew on much of her
trade and commerce, the Merdici bank had a branch there for more than 40
years. However what is startling is that Geneva herself produced no bankers
in this period. Even worse as Monter bemoans ‘she established no industry,
not even that great medieval staple the textile industry which flourished
nearby in Fribourg”18
While it is true that Geneva had its fair share of Artisans there are two
significant points to be made here, firstly the typical Genevan artisan
produced mainly for local consumption ad not for export. The second point
to be made and probably a corollary of the first is that there existed no craft
guilds in Geneva until late in Calvin’s lifetime. Records show us that Geneva’s
first craft regulations came into effect in 1557. It was only in the 1550’s that
Geneva’s first industry- publishing – came into being and when Calvin died in
1564, the process had only just begun.
III
Having looked at the economic profile of Geneva we get the picture that
Geneva itself was not a very wealthy city. Monter makes the comment that
“Calvin’s Geneva was a poor and austere city which could not afford to
construct new buildings in her crowded space.” While Monter speaks of
Geneva’s poverty in regard to her building planning the statement that she
was poor could also be extended to the city in general. The point must be
made here is that we speak of the city as a whole and not individuals living
there for as we know there were some rather extremely wealthy Genevans.
Having looked at the debt crisis and political pressure she was under, it was
not unusual to find that Geneva was a city that was in need of funds. But
where was it all to come from? Obviously the natural resources of the
18
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surrounding countryside were not good enough. The city had to look to
other means to do this and they found it first in the printing industry and
then in silk weaving. But an industrial effort needs two things, first an
entrepreneurial spirit and secondly an investment capital. The
entrepreneurial spirit was already present among the Genevan’s given their
propensity for trade as we have seen earlier. Neither was finance missing
for, as we know that a few Genevans and a good many French refugees had
the resources. What was needed was a religious sanction to allow the taking
of interest, which provided the necessary investment capital. An impetus
that Calvin provided when he allowed the use of usury.
However there are several things which must be taken into account here,
while it can be concluded that Calvin probably did allow the use of usury to
promote industry and money for the city of Geneva it would be wrong to
presume that he planted the seeds of capitalism. The primary mistake one
would believe, that scholars make while interpreting Calvin is that exists a
tendency to read Calvin retrospectively, that is to say what meaning this
would have at a later stage. Yet Calvin must be read for himself and in his
time. It must be remembered here that Calvin still lived in an age in which
economics that is the creation, distribution and the consumption of wealth
was not a set of elements of its own but very much a part of society. Or to
borrow a phrase form Karl Polyani economics was “embedded” in society. It
also means that economics was also very much a “moral act” and governed
by a whole system of ethics. Business was not divorced from ethics but was
related to what the ultimate aim of humans. And to Calvin that was to know
God and to give glory to God.
Therefore Calvin places several restrictions and exceptions to his allowance
on usury. He makes it abundantly clear that usury should not be given to the
poor – he says “No one should take interest from the poor, and no one
destitute by virtue of indigence or some affliction or calamity, should be
forced into it”19. He also argues that usury should be made keeping in mind
natural equity and that it should be made keeping in mind Christ’s principle
of doing unto others as will have them doing unto you. Calvin also governs
the practice of usury by the entire aspect of charity and goes on to argue
that it should serve the common good.
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Thus we see that though Calvin argued in favour of usury and denied that the
bible expressly disallowed it- he even goes as far as to say that the words for
usury in the bible can be translated differently- he did it to increase the
wealth of Geneva for the common good. He says that the money received
from usury is public money. Most of all it must be remembered that Calvin
desired that all things must be done within specific limits. He did not urge
the unbridled money making as is done today.
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REPORT
WORSHIP – OUR INNER HEARTBEAT.
Worships and Prayers at the Twelfth Assembly of
Lutheran World Federation in Windhuk/ Namibia 2017
and its Consequences to Congregational Life

Worship and prayer were the inner heartbeat of the Lutheran World
Federation’s Twelfth Assembly in Windhoek, Namibia. About 400 delegates
and 300 guests from seven regions of the whole world came to the capital of
=
=
=
Namibia in May 2017 in order to commemorate the 500th Anniversary of
the Reformation. The theme was “Liberated by God’s grace”. This headline
is very well connected with the origins of Luther’s theology and belief, which
is for example expressed in his main book “Die Freiheiteines
Christenmenschen” (1520). (On the Freedom of a Christian)
The prayers and services during the Assembly followed Liberated by God’s
Grace with the subtitles salvation not for sale; human beings not for sale
and creation not for sale. The current relevance of these explications was
absolutely evident. And the message was definitely clear. God’s salvation,
our human life on earth and the whole creation with its resources are gifts,
they are not available for money. They must be protected by us.
The liturgical place of the assembly was a tent, symbolic of the people of
God in the desert, the people of God on their way to the promised land.
There was a tree in the middle of the tent, symbol for shade in Africa and
anywhere in the world. Where the tree is, there is water, and where water is,
there is life. But the tree is also a symbol for the cross of Christ and his
presence in the suffering world for which he died. The pulpit, the baptismal
font and the altar where made from scrap wood collected from throughout
Namibia.They showed that Christ is present in the sermon and in the
sacraments.
The congregation sang about 70 songs and psalms from all over the world,
e.g. (or write out “for example”) a Kyrie from Hong Kong, a Gloria from
Argentina, a Sanctus from Sweden or a new Agnus Dei from Germany. Most
impressive were the popular choruses and gospels from Africa, many from
Namibia itself, but also from South Africa and Tanzania. They brought the
gospel into our bodies. The flame was jumping over…The Assembly
participants often clapped and shouted enthusiastically. All in all the
spiritual richness of Lutheran worship life was obvious and was experienced
many times in a wonderful communion.
The Morning, Midday and Evening Prayers were composed and written by
the International Worship Planning Committee had representatives from
Germany, Canada, Tanzania, Argentina, Namibia, Malaysia, Hungary,
Sweden, Finland and the United States , which started to meet in March
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2015. The prayers brought together biblical orientation and liturgical
consciousness. The variety was huge: from Gregorian Chant, Lutheran
hymns unto international Pop and Folksongs and modern text collages in
different languages. Theatre and art were important aspects too,
represented by local actors and artists. A station worship with stations of
prayer and blessing while singing Taizé music was a strong experience for
many people, too.
In the midst of the Assembly the 500th Anniversary of the Reformation was
commemorated on Sunday, 14th May at the Sam Nujoma stadium in
Katatura, and broadcast by the Namibian TV NBC.
The service, which lasted four hours, had many highlights, such as faith
testimonials from all the seven regions and a creed, which was spoken
together with Roman Catholic Cardinal Koch from the Vatican. He asked the
congregation: “Do you believe…?” and they responded with the Apostles’
Creed.
The sermon of Bishop Zephania Kameeta recalled the power of the gospel,
which was rediscovered by Martin Luther: “You are reformed – You are a
reformer” and “You are renewed – You are a renewer” were two of his most
important statements. Christians live in a world which needs redemption,
but is already renewed by God’s grace and Spirit.
All liturgies were prayed in different languages, such as English, Spanish,
French and German, but also Russian, Mandarin and Hindi!
For me as a (German) musician and a pastor it was a great privilege to
participate in this Assembly. We started our rehearsals with the locals and
members of the Assembly who sang in the choir in the early morning at 7
o’clock. The singers and musicians worked very well together. We all had a
lot of magic moments and spiritual highlights in the presence of God during
these ten days. And most of the delegates shared this experience with us.
They felt themselves and their work worn and wrapped by God’s grace,
which definitely is not for sale but free.
- Jochen Arnold (Prof. Dr.)
Theologian and Church Musician
Member of the Liturgical Committee

=
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The Editor and the NCC Review Team is grateful to Rev. Markus Lesinski for having
sourced this Report signifying the 500 years of Reformation Celebrations.
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EVANGELICAL HOSPITAL
Khariar, Church of North India
A eighty seven year hospital of Church of North India, with
all medical facilities including renal dialysis and laparascopic
surgery, invites MBBS and specialist doctors in the field of
medicine, surgery, obstetric and gynaecology, paediatrics,
ophthalmology , anaesthesia, orthopaedics and radiology
to serve.
Come and join in the healing ministry of Christ and be
blessed.
Decent salary and accommodation shall be provided in the
hospital campus.
For more details, contact:
Dr.NibeditaPramanik – 9938915561/7683986933
Dr.Ajit Singh-9668429249/9437623484
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